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STRICTURES
ON THE REMARKS CONTAINED IN
“Papers relating to the Shahghae revision o f  the 
Chinese Scriptures."
A paper with the above title, dated “ Shanghae, November 10th, 
1 8 5 1 has come into our hands. It has no signature,* but we have 
reason to believe, that it is from the pen of the Rev. M. S. Culbertson. 
It is divided into two parts, the first containing “ Notes on the trans­
lation of Genesis and Exodus,” and the second, “  Notes on the trans­
lation ol Ephesians i. 3—23.”
P A R T  I.
“J fo te s  on the transla tion o f  Genesis c/ftd E x o d u s .”
Our narfles (M edhurst, Stronach, and Milne) are, in the paper 
alluded to, introduced as the authors of the said translation. It will 
he necessary, however, to note an inaccuracy into which the writer has 
fallen, in ascribing the transla tion  to us only. The copy of the 
translation of Genesis and Exodus, which the writer has commented 
on, belonged to “  the Committee of D .’legates for the Revision of the 
O ld Testament the names i f those present at the preparation o f it 
Were Medhurst, Stronach, Milne, t.ridgman, Shuck, and occasionally 
C ulbertson . These Delegate« met in August, 1850, and laboured on 
the revision until February 19th, 1851 : during this time, they went 
through the Pentateuch as far as Deuteronomy, ch. ix. At tliis point, 
the Committee was broken up bv the withdrawal of the three first 
Hauled. On the dissolution of that Committee, it was distinctly stated 
that the translations executed together were not to be considered as 
the property of either party alone, but that each paity might make 
"ha t use of tin in they pleased in their separate efforts to translate 
the Scriptures. The two partirs into which the Committee separate d 
then resolved to go on alone, and severally proceeded to icvise what 
had been.prepared. Thus it appears, that tiie translations, in existence 
the separation, were sanctioned by neither p?rty ; and Messrs. 
Bridgman, Shuck and Culbeitsi’n, as forming part ot the Committee 
previous to the separation, might as well be charged with any impro­
prieties found in those papers as Messrs. Medhurst, Stronach, and 
^lilne. The papers belonged to  nobody, and no! ody was responsible 
tor them, unless subsequently adopted. Mr. Culbertson, as a ineni- 
h* r of the Committee of Delegates, though attending but a short 
time, had a right to use the papers, but not lor the purpose of condem­
ning a portion of the Committee for anything contained in them. I f
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he intended to criticize the translations publicly, and, by so doing, to 
reflect on Messrs. Medhurst, Stronach, and Milne, it was his duty to 
ask them, if they sanctioned the papers to be commented on, as their 
own. He did not do this, and has thus been rash enough to condemn 
men for that, for which they are not responsible ; and (as will appear 
in the sequel) to find fault, where no fault is to be found. As 
before observed, both parties immediately after the separation pro­
ceeded to revise, and alter what had been previously done ; and it so 
happens, that, out of the numerous passages commented on in the 
notes before us, about one half have been altered a year ago ; while 
the criticisms on the other half will appear, on examination, to have 
been for the most part frivolous and ill-founded.
Here it may be remarked, that, of all the members of the Com­
mittee of Delegates, Mr. Culbertson ought to have been the last 
to come forward in criticizing what had been done by the others. 
He had been in attendance scarcely one month out of the Six, during 
which the Committee sat, and therefore could not have been aware 
of the objections made by the assembled Chinese teachers to the ren­
dering of certain passages, of the difliculties which the_ Committee 
felt in their w o rk e r  of the reasous which ultimately led them to 
the adoption of particular renderings. H e was also the yeungest 
student of Chinese amongst the number, and had had no'experience 
whatever in the work of translation. But, whatever may be thought 
of l.is qualifications, he has thrown down the gauntlet, and it remains 
for us to see how he will acquit himself in the contest. Reserving 
what we have to say on Mr. Culbertson’s attack on the translation of 
the New Testament, until we come to the second part, we shall 
besrin with his “  notes on the translation of Genesis and Exodus.” 
Under this head, he comments on some of the principles of transla­
tion, which appear to him to have been acted on in the translation of 
the above-named books. Some misgivings seem to have crossed his 
mind, however, in his statement of the principles adopted by the 
translators, for he says, “  all these principles are not absolutely inad­
missible implying that some of them are admissible, though, in his 
estimation, they have been applied to too great an extent. The prin­
ciples in question, he adduces from the practice of the translators, one 
of which he says, is—
1. “  The pronoun is frequently substituted for the noun.”
A t the original meeting of the Protestant Missionaries in tlonekong, 
in 1843, (a year before Mr. Culbertson came to China,) it was 
resolved, “  that the interchange of the noun and pronoun be allowed, 
when deemed necessary by the translators.” This resolution was 
unanimously agreed to, and sanctioned by the Bible Society.
Under this head, the objector remarks “  that the substitution of the 
pronoun for the noun generally consists, in the style of these trans­
lators, in leaving it to be supplied by the reader : e. g. in Genesis ii.
4, 5, the proper name of Jehovah is left out in two instances.” Here 
we may observe that, in the rough draught left unfinished by the 
ommittee of Delegates, the word Jehovah was omitted ; but, had the
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3objector waited until he had seen our revision, executed last March, 
ne would have found the proper name supplied in both the above 
instances. Another practice ascribed by him to the translators, is—
2. “  That where figures of speech occur, which are foreign to the 
Chinese habits of thought, they are sometimes dropped altogether, and 
sometimes others are substituted in their room.”
W e may observe, that the license here adverted to, is allowed 
all translators, and without it, no translation could be ren­
dered intelligible. The authors of the English version have availed 
themselves of it in innumerable instances. See a notable one in 
Isaiah 5 : 1 .  Also Genesis 1 : 20, where “ open firmament” is put 
for “  face of the f i r m a m e n t 7 :  11, where “ windows” is put for 
“ floodgates;” 8 : 3, where “ continually” is put for “  goinsr and re­
tu rn in g ;” 16 : 2, where “ obtain children by her” is put for being 
“ builded by h e r ;” 16: 6, where “  pleaseth thee’’ is put for “ is 
good in thine ey es ;” 17: !2, where “  eight days old” is put for 
“ a son of eiuht d ay s ;” 1 9 : 21, where “ thee” is put for “ thy 
face;” 2 2 :  17, where “ shore” is put for “ l ip ;” 2 9 :  1, where 
“  went” is put for “  lifted up his fee t;” 30 : 30, where “  since my 
comine” is put for “ at my foot;” 3 1 : 20, where “ unawares to” 
is put for “  the heart o f 34 : 26, where “  edge’^ s  put for “  mouth.” 
43: 7, where “  tenor” is put for “  mouth 48 : 16, where “  let them 
grow into a multitude” is put for “ let them grow as fishes do in­
crease;” Exodus 10: 5, where “ face” is put for “ eye.”  The 
instances adduced by the objector, viz. Genesis 4 9 : 10, Exodus 
7 : 1 ,  Genesis 50 : 19, will be afterwards alluded to, when we come 
to that part of his paper, in which he has noticed them more fully.
He himself allows that “  the practice m ay  be sometimes admissible, 
but it should be the exception, not the rule, and the principle should 
be applied with reserve and caution.” So then it m ay  be done, only 
we must be careful not to do it too frequently and incautiously. Does 
the objector lay claim to all the caution which exists in the world ? 
can he not allow others to have a little of it ? The simple state of 
the case is, it should be done where it is necessary, but who is to be 
the judge of that necessity,— those who are more, or those who are 
less, experienced in the work of translation into Chinese ?
3. Another practice, ascribed by him to the translators, is that 
** plain and simple expressions are sometimes amplified, and qualifi­
cations added, where there are none in the te x t ; if the Chinese 
sentence can thus be improved.” It is difficult to judge of the pro. 
priety of this practice without having the instances before us ; the 
references to which the objector alludes, as illustrating this head, are 
Genesis 4 3 : 31, and Exodus 18: 9, which we shall comment upon 
in due course.
4. In commenting further upon the practice of the translators, he 
says that “  the anthropomorphism employed when speaking of God, 
is in some cases laid aside, and an explanation put in its place.” 
The objector says, “  this is done in some cases by the Chinese transla­
tors,” and so we may add, it is done in some cases by every trans­
4lator, the authors of the authorized English version not, excepted. 
Genesis 3S : 10, “ It displeased the Lord,” is put for "  it was 
evil in the eyes of the Lord.” Exodus 6 : 8. “  I did swear” is put 
for “ I did lift up my hand,” alluding to Jehovah ; 9 : 28, “ mighty 
thundering»” is put fur “ voices of God 17: 16, “ the Lord 
hath sworn” is put lor “ the hand upon the throne of the Lord.” 
The deyree to which it ought to be done, must be judged of by the 
necessities of the place, and the genius of the language into which the 
translation is made. W hen the p a s s a g e s  adduced bv the objector, 
come to be considered, viz. lixodus 2 0 : 5. 2 4 :  11, we shall see 
how far the anthropomorphism i- laid aside.
5. Among the practices of the translators, he specifies that “  when 
expressions are represented as having been employed in conversation, 
between superiors and inferiors, which the Chinese would not regard 
as respectful, others are substituted more in accordance with Chinese 
usage.” This has very rarely been done by the translators. An 
instance of it is found in Genesis 41 : 16, where Joseph, having been 
ju<t taken out of prison, and appearing for the first time before 
Pharaoh, is represented as using “ your servant” instead of “ I .” 
This however was^not done “  in order to represent the scriptural 
custom as the same with those of the Chinese,” as the objector sug­
gests ; for it was a very common practice among the Hebrews, to 
employ this mode of speech. Gesenius says that, in addressing su­
periors, the Hebrews from modestv or humility were accustomed to 
call themselves servants, see Genesis 18: 3. 19: 19. &c.
The other passage, adduced by the objector, as illustrative of this 
practice, viz. Exodus 8 : 9, where “ the king is said to be used 
instead o f “  thou,” is taken from the rough draught made by “  the 
Committee ol Delegates,” but it has been already altered in our revi­
sion made a year ago.
6. Another practice ascribed to the translators, is, “  where two 
clauses occur in juxtaposition, which express the same, or nearly the 
same idea, one of them is omitted.” The passages adduced by the 
objector, Genesis 2 : 1 ,3 , and 7 : 15, 16, as illustrative of this prac­
tice, will be commented on in due course. W e may remark, however, 
in passing, that it is by no means uncommon for translators to omit 
portions of the text, where they do not add to the sense, or would en­
cumber the style in the translation. The authors of the authorized 
English version have done it in the following instances : Genesis
1 : 4, the word “  between” is twice omitted ; 7 : 22, “ the breath 
of life” is in the Hebrew, “ the breath of the spirit of life ;” 13 : 8 , 
the word “  men’’ is omitted before “  brethren ;”  25 : 30, the word 
“  red” occurs twice in the original and only once in the version ; 
27 : 33, the word “  tremble” occurs twice in the original, and only 
once in the version ; 29 : 14, “ a month of days” in Hebrew is rendered 
“  the space of a month” in English ; 31 : 2, “  as yesterday and the day 
before” is cut down to “ as before” in the English version ; 43 : 16, 
“  kill a killing” is simply “ slay” in English ; 45 : 5, “ neither let 
there be anger in your eyes,” is rendered “ be not angry with your­
5selves 47 : 8, “  how many are the days of the y’ears of thy life ?”
is in English “  how old art thou ?” Exodus 4 : 9 ,  “  shall he” is re­
peated in the Hebrew and not in the English ; 1 0 :8 ,  “  who” occurs 
twice in tlie Hebrew, and only once in English ; 12 : 6, ‘‘ between 
the two evenings," is simply ‘‘ in the evening" in our English version. 
W e are aware that an objection lies against these quotations, that 
they only refer to the omission of words and not of clauses ; but \Ve 
Wav reply that the principle is the same, and the genius of languages 
differs so much, that translators into one may require a greater license 
than those translating into another. Only let care be taken that the 
sense be fully given, without the omission of a single idea, and the 
translator has in this respect fulfilled bis duty.
7. Among the practices of the translators, the objector enumerates 
“ where the text alone, literally rendered, might not be plain to the 
Chinese, an explanatory clause is introduced.” The first instance 
°f this kind adduced by tl.e objector, Genesis 38 : 23 «ill be com­
mented on in its place. In the second. Genesis 50: 6, 7, the objector 
lias only had the rough draught before him, which has been altered 
hi our revision a year ago. The principle of adding to the text for 
the sake of making a passage plain to the reader if» a translation, is 
°ne of very common application. Take, the following, for instance, 
put of mat.v from the English version : Genesis 1 : 30, “  I have given’’ 
is added ; 17: 16, “ a mother” is added; 24 : 46. “ a shoul ler” 
is added ; 25 : 8, “ of years” is added ; 25 : 30, “ pottage” is supplied.
8. Among the practices of the translators, the objector enumerates 
u where a passage is obscure, involved, or overloaded, a new ser.tence 
is sometimes constructed, briefly embodying the same general idea.” 
The passages adduced by the objector will be considered below. 
The licence is, however, one which must be allowed to translators. 
It has been assumed by the authors of the English version. See 
Genesis 33 : 14, where the passage “ I will lead on softly according 
to the foot of the work which is before me, and according to the foot of 
the children ;” is changed into English, “ I will lead on softly accor­
ding as the cattle that goeth before me, and the children be able to 
endure.”
W e shall now take the remarks of the objector, aad answer them, 
in the order in which he has placed them.
I. Alleged “ instances in which some word, or words, of the ori­
ginal are unjustifiably om itted  in the translation.”
1. Genesis ii. 1, 3. The objector says, that the second clause 
of verse 2, “  and he rested on the seventh day from all his work which 
be had made,’’ with the exception of the word “  rested” is omitted. 
The two clauses of the second verse, when taken together, convey the 
idea that God finished his work, that he rested, and that he did this 
on the seventh day. “ His work which he had made, is a Hebraism 
for “  bis work ;” this phrase occurs twice in the text, but the idea 
conveyed thereby is the same ; there is nothing intensive in the re­
petition, and, were it repeated in the translation, no clearer idea 
Would be given of the writer’s meaning, than would be afforded by a
6single statement. The repetition in Chinese would in fact obscure 
the sense, which, to Chinese readers, is made exceedingly clear by the 
statement. “  on the seventh day, God finished his work, and rested.”
In the 3rd verse, the objector complains that the words “  which 
God created and made,” are not added to the words “  his work.” 
They were not added, as not tending to clearness in Chinese, but the  
con trary . In English, they appear to be pleonastic.
2. Genesis vii. 15, 16. The objector complains, that the first 
half of verse 16, is dropped as useless. To this it may be replied, that 
the idea is fully expressed in verse 15. The two verses have been put 
together in the translation, and the meaning of the two is fully ex­
pressed, without the omission of a single idea. This has been dene 
to avoid the repetition of merely synonymous words, which in Chi­
nese only burthen the sentence and obscure the sense ; after having 
said that “  all flesh male and female entered in,” would it have added 
to the sense, to say “ and they that went in, went in male and female 
of all flesh?”
3. Genesis xx iii. 5, 6. “ And the children of Heth ar.swered 
Abraham, saying,” the objector says, is compressed into three words, 
“ the Hittites said^’’ This we cannot help regarding as mere trifling.
He complains that the last clause of the 6th;yerse is omitted. It 
h a d  b een  already said, “ no man will forbid you to bury in the best of 
our burial gounds what further idea could have b e e n  conveyed, 
by Baying “  Thou mayest bury thy dead in  our sepulchres ?” He 
further observes t h a t  the w o rd  “ withhold” is  rendered by us “ for­
bid.” To which we reply that the word “  withhold” in our English 
version is rendered by Gesenius “ prohibit so also by Datbe.
4. Genesis xxvii. 34. The objector complains that the words 
“  of his father” and “  unto his father” are omitted. To which it may 
be replied that the sentence, as it stands in our translation, “  Esau 
having heard these words,” means the “ words of bis lather the 
pronoun being used instead ol the noun. The word “ said,” further 
on, means of course, “  said to his father.” This is perfectly intelli­
gible to the Chinese, and the objector ought to have known it. The 
objector also complains that the pronoun “  me” is not repeated. But 
the repetition of the pronoun “ me” would not have rendered the 
sentence more emphatic in Chinese: indeed it could not have been 
inserted twice, without repeating the verb, for which, upon the prin­
ciples of the objector, there is no authority. Our English translators 
have been obliged to insert the word “ even,” in order to get the 
pronoun in twice.
5. Genesis x x x . 25. The objector complains that the word 
“ return” is all that we have for the clause, “ that I may go unto 
my own place and to my country.” To which we may reply that 
the word “ to 're tu rn ,”  in Chinese, means “ to return to one’s place.” 
In the first draught of the version executed by the combined Com­
mittee of Delegates, the words “ and to my country” were not 
expressed ; on revising the translation, a year ago, we added the 
words in question. Had the objector waited until our work was
given out, he would have found his objection obviated. But his 
haste to pounce upon something to find fault with, has led him into 
the mistake of attacking a shadow.
_ 6. Genesis x x x ix . 19. The objector complains of the omis- 
sion of the words “  which she spake unto him, saying, After this 
manner did thy servant to me.” On the revision of this passage 
a year ago, this omission was supplied. Had the objector not been 
so precipitate, he would have found his objection obviated without 
®'iy need of complaint. W e may observe, however, that, if the words 
in question had not been added, the sense would have been fully 
expressed. (See Dathe )
The objector says, when speaking of this passage, “  Here again, 
Moses writing by the inspiration of the Holy Spirit, is accused of in­
serting a useless clause, and it accordingly disappears in the transla­
tion.” This is a stjle  of language unbecoming a sober writer. 
Let i t  be applied to our English translators, in every word and 
clause which they have not thought it conducive to perspicuity to 
express, and what a host of accusations might they not be said to 
have brought against inspired writers of inserting useless clauses !
7. Genesis x lix . 26. The objector complains that the phrase 
“ crown of the head” is omitted : to which we may reply, that 
“  the crown of the head” is merely a poetical phrase for “  the head,” 
and may be expressed by the repetition of the word “ head,”  or 
omitted, if required by the idiom of the language, without injury 
to the sense.
He objects further, that the descriptive designation of Joseph, 
“ was separated from his brethren,” has been turned into a cold histori­
cal statement that “  Joseph went far Irotn his brethren.” W e 
cannot help regarding this as sheer trifling. W hat is the differ­
ence between “  Joseph’s being removed from his brethren” (which is 
the sense of the Chinese version rendered into English,) and “  Jo ­
seph's being separated from his brethren ’ ?
8. Exodus xvii. 16. The objector says that this verse is 
rendered in our version, “  for he said, because the hand of Ainalek 
has been against Jehovah, therefore He will war with him through 
endless generations,” and complains that the translators have 
cut the Gordian knot, by omitting the word, by some rendered
11 throne” and by others “  banner,” which he calls “  an apax lego- 
ttiena !”  Our English version, which he says he quotes as sufficient 
for his present purpose in pointing out the variations from the ori­
ginal, has also cut the Gordian knot, by translating the phrase in 
question “ hath sworn.”
II. W e come to alleged “ instances of unwarrantable additions to 
the text.”
1. Genesis x x ix . 11. The objector complains that we have 
rendered this verse “  was to the utmost degree rejoiced and shed 
tears.” On which we may observe, that the Chinese phrase, transla­
ted “  was to the utmost degree rejoiced and shed tears,” should 
have been rendered iu English “  he rejoiced to that degree, that he
8shed tears.” The tears shed on this occasion are said by the trans­
lators to have been tears of joy, which no doubt they were. The 
idea of j o y  was expressed in the Chinese version, because, were it 
omitted, the Chinese reader would have got the impression that the 
tears shed were those of sorrow , and thus have mistaken the inspired 
writer s meaning. The addition is so exceedingly unimportant, that 
we cannot help wondering at any remark being made upon it.
He complains further, that we have omitted the phrase “ he lifted 
up his voice,” and conveyed the idea of silent instead of loud  
weeping. To which we may reply, that the phrase, “ lilting up the 
voice,” is said by Gesenius to be pleonastic. The Hebrew phrase, “ to 
weep,” is derived from one which signifies to distil, and thus means to 
shed tears.
2. Genesis xxxviii. 23. The objector complains that the words, 
“  seek her in  a ll d irections,” have been added. The words were 
added to prevent a misconception. W ithout them, the Chinese reader 
would have thought that the woman’s taking away the pledge would 
have added to their sham e; whereas it was the making inquiries 
after the supposed harlot, that would have added to their shame.
The objector does not deny that the addition might have been 
helpful to Chinese readers. An English translator (thinking it need­
ful to supply such a clause,) would have put it in italics ; but we 
have no italics in Chinese.
His remarks, about “ its being exceedingly difficult to prove that 
Judah ever used the language ascribed to him,” are frivolous in the 
extreme. One might also say, that it would be exceedingly difficult 
to prove that Laban ever used the word “ tarry,” in his speech to 
Jacob, in Genesis x x x . 27. But such trifling objections are almost 
beneath notice. The next phrase said to be added, “ what shall we 
then do which did appear in the rough copy executed by the 
combined Committee of Delegates, has been already omitted in our 
revision completed a year ago
3. Genesis xliii. 31. “ Set on bread,” the objector says is 
a single Hebrew word in the original : it is however two, which 
Gesenius renders “  set on food or, in other words, “  lay the table.” 
The phrase employed in the translation is its equivalent in Chinese. 
F or the rendering. “  spread out the carpet and arrange the enter­
tainment,” the objector has quoted Mr. Medhurst’s translation of 
the “ 1,000 character classic.” In that work, which was made nearly 
twenty years ago. and designed as a sort of vocabulary, to illustrate the 
correspondence between certain words in the Chinese and Corean 
languages, it was necessary to give every word literally. Morrison 
says, that the word rendered “ carpet” means originally “  m at,” and 
hence feast. &c. '1 he meaning would thus be “ spread the feast 
and arrange the entertainment.”
4. Genesis xlix. 4. “ Your numerous lusts were like the 
bubbling up of water.” The objector, commenting upon this ren- 
de ring of ours, observes that this may be the correct sense of the 
passage ; but he says, there is nothing in the text for “  numerous
9lusts.” W e give the words of Gesenius. “  Reuben ! a boiling up
°t water art thou : i. e. thou didst boil up like water, with lust and 
passion : referring to his incest.”  The objector complains that the 
Chinese translation has cut off all other interpretations. W h y ? 
because it has assigned a definite  meaning to the phrase ? So, we 
may add, does the English version.
The last clause “  he went up to my couch,” which the objec­
tor says is omitted, is sufficiently expressed by the previous phrase 
“  went up to his father’s couch.”
The objector complains that a Chinese commentator on the ver­
sion under consideration, would think the passage a very plain 
one. W e think this a high commendation, and only wish that, when 
the objector undertakes to write in Chinese, he may succeed as 
well.
5. Exodus iv. 24, 25. The objector renders our translation of 
this passage thus : *' Jehovah wished to place him (Moses) in deathly 
circumstances. [Hi. death-place, i. e. circumstances tending to death.]” 
a>>d says that it is a soften m!> of the phrase "Jehovah  sonsjht to kill 
him.” W e wonder whether the objector would consider the “  being 
put to death,” (which is the meaning of the Chinese phrase,) a lenient 
method of killing. He says further, that the expression “ putting 
■u a death-place” means to put one in a place where death would 
ensue, as for instance by starvation. W e would refer him to the 
'veil-known passaye in Mencius, where a Chinese king, on seeing 
an ox going to he slaughtered, p.ties his going to “ deathly circum­
stances.” Does lie think the ox was going to be starved to death?
In a note, the objector relents, and thinks the phrase not “  very 
objectionable. ”
The objector complains that the words “ there being no alter­
native” have been added in the Chinese version. But. had lie waited 
lor the ievision executed a year ago, he would have found no such 
Words; so that the parade he makes about “ the text not being the 
place lor explanatory glosses,” is in this instance thrown away.
The objecto:' complains that we have *' cruel husband,” instead of 
“  bloody husband.” A “ bloody” husband is translated by Dathe 
criien tus, which means bloody, blood-thirsty, cruel.
6. lixodus xxxii. 23. Here the objector complains that we have 
rendered “ make us gods,” by “  make for us images of God ;” and 
asks “ by v hat authority is the word image inserted h e re?” W e 
reply, by the authority of Gesenius who, under the word E/ohim  B.
2. qnotirg Exodus xxx ii. 1, says, that Elohim means “  an idol,” or 
'u other words, an image. Hobinson, in his Greek and English Lexi­
con, under Tbeos, d. says, that Theos is used by metonomy for “ an 
image, an idol,” quoting Acts vii. 40, where the passage in dispute 
is reieired to. In an edition of the Delegates’ version in Chinese, 
Printed at. Ningpo by the Presbvterian Mission, at.d sent to us with 
the compliments of M. S. Culbertson himself, the passage in Acts 
above referred to, has the word “ image” inserted. So that., we can 
plead the practice of the objector as an authority, who, although he
B
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says that “  m ake u t  S h a n g -ti  would be nonsense fo the Chinese, but 
S h in  requires no such a d j u n c ty e t  has dart’d in that passage to print 
the words “ make us an image of Shin  ! !” This he was not necessi­
tated to do, because, hv the Resolution of the Delegates, passed 
A ugust, 1&50. the said Delegates released themselves from any res­
ponsibility with respect to the rendering of the words Theox and 
P n eu m a ,  and threw upon the Bible Societies of Europe and America, 
and upon all and every otie of the Protestant Missionaries at present 
engaged, or who may hereafter he engaged in the work of evangelizing 
China, all the responsibility of any action with respect to the version 
then offtred to them.
The objector says “ it was felt that to say ‘make us Shang-ti’ (God) 
would be nonsense to the Chinese. ‘ Shin’ (spirit) requires no 
such adjunct, because it answers so exactly to Elohim in such a con­
nection.”  W e believe, that our knowledge of Chinese is not inferior 
to that of the ol jector, and our native assistants are men of acknow­
ledged ability. And we can fearlessly assert as the result of our 
knowledge, supported by the te-'tiniony of our teachers, that to say 
‘ make us Shin’ would be as much nonsense to the Chinese, as to say 
‘ make us Shang-ti.’ The assertion of the objector that it would pot, 
we consider a controversial untruth.
III. W e next proceed to comment on alleged “  instances in which 
unjustifiable liberty is taken in altering the fo r m  o f  expression, and 
olten the sense, of the original.”
1. Genesis x ix . 11 The objector says that the word “  blind” 
has been rendered by “  blurr-eved and dull of vision,” which he ex­
plains to mean “ that kind of blindness at most which results from 
having something in the eyes.”
Bush, on the passage, says, “ The judgment undoubtedly consisted 
not in a total privation of sight, but in a confused vision, that pre­
vented their seeing anything distinctly or steadily.” The Chinese 
word, though originally meaning “ blindness occasioned by dust 
getting into the eye,” has come to mean indistinctness of vision gener­
ally, and we believe is a better rendering of the word in t!;e original, 
than our English word ‘ blind.”
He complains further, that the clause, “ they wearied themselves to 
find the door” has been translated by us, “ they could not find the door.” 
The Hebrew word translated “  wearied themselves” is rendered by 
Gesenius, with reference to this passage, “ to labour in vain, not to be 
able which has been exactly followed in the Chinese version.
2. Genesis xx ii. 2. The objector, having had nothing before 
him, but the rough draught executed by the combined Committee of 
Delegates, complains of the rendering of this verse. Had he waited, 
however, until he had seen the revision which we made a year ago, he 
wot’ld have found the passage as closely translated as could have 
been accomplished in intelligible Chinese. That revision, rendered 
into English, reads thus : “  Take thy son by thy wife, which is only 
one, Isaac, whom thou lovest, and go into the land ot Moriah,” &c.
3. Genesis xxvii. 46. The objector has again prematurely found
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fault with the rendering of this verse, without waiting to see our
revision accomplished a year ago.
He remaiks, that “  there has lieen no attempt to give the words of 
Rehekah, but simply the tenor of her remarks as understood by the 
translators.” To give, in the language into which a version is made, 
the tenor, or sense conveyed by the words of an author, is we con- 
ceive the main object of every translator : to ¡five Rebekah’s words, 
°r any other words exactly, inde| endent of idiom, would frequently 
have to be done at the expense of the sense.
4. Genesis 1. 19. The objector complains that the words, “ Am 
1 in the place of God are changed into “  To recompense belong* t > 
Cod. Does it belong to me ?”
Bush remarks on this passage, “ These words seem to signify that 
God is to be regarded as the great avenger of sin, and that Joseph 
"’as not so presumptuous, as to put himself in the place oi Him to 
whom vengeance belongeth.”
5. Exodus iv. 13. T h e  o b je c to r  finds fault with the phrase, “ 1 
pray thee send another man,” used instead of “  Bend by the hand of 
him whom thou wilt send.”
Dathe renders it “  Mitte quemcumque aliura.” Schrceder says,
Mitte alium quemlibet.” Hewlett say*, “  The interpretation given 
to this passage by the Septuagint, and by the Chaldee paraphrase is, 
“  Send by some other person, or choose some other persou, whom 
th o u  mayestsend.”
6. Exodus v i i . l .  The objector has found fault with this passage, 
as it stood in the rough draught prepared by the combined Committee 
°f Delegates, before he knew what was about to be given forth by us. 
In our revision last year, we rendered this verse : “  Jehovah said to 
Moses, I have set you to be a ruler of Pharaoh, as God’s vicegerent ; 
®nd I have constituted Aaron to be a prophet to declare my words, as 
your substitute.”
Kimchi says, that “ the word Elohim is here used in the sense of 
judicial p o w e r a n d  Grotius defines the sense to be, “  Moses was so 
situated, that he might exercise divine judgments upon Pharaoh, as 
the king of the king.”
7. Exodus xviii 9. The objector complains that we have ren. 
dered, “  a ll the goodness" by “ special kindness,” and have added 
the word “  exceedingly” to “  rejoice.” He admits, however, that it 
produces a smooth sentence. W e had anticipated that something 
worthy the attention of the Directors of Bible Institutions would have 
heen brought forward, and not such  frivolous remarks as these. 
W h a t is the difference between goodness and kindness, and what 
harm in representing Jethro’s joy as a  little more than usual, if the 
sentence be after all idiomatically expressed ?
. 8 .  Exodus xxiii. 21. The objector translates the Chinese ver­
sion, “  My messenger having come, that is, I having come.” He 
should have rendered the passage : “  W hen my messenger comes, it
*  the same as if I came.” The phrase “  m y nam e is in h im ” is 
difficult of interpretation. Gesenius says, it means “  for my name
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(divinity) is in him.” Schrceder translates it “  instar mei est.” 
The objector says, that no one can be sure that the translators have 
given the true sense. It appeared to them doubtless the true one ; 
and, if men are not to translate a phrase, until they can he sure  that 
they give the true sense, they must leave a great portion of the 
Scriptures untranslated.
In reply to the question of the objector, “  is it not evident that it is 
not the true sense ?” he may be referred to the authorities above 
given. In the Chinese translation objected to, it is not affirmed that 
the speaker said, “ he would send himself,’’ as the objector insinuates.
9. In remarking on our rendering of Exodus xxxiii. 18—23. 
the objector thinks that the Chinese phrase, “ that I may see it with 
my own eyes” may be literally rendered, “  that my eyes may be 
smitten,” thereby shewing that he does not comprehend the Chinese 
expression. It really means “ that my eyes may light upon (your 
glory).” Morrison renders the phrase “  to see with one’s own eyes.” 
In his rendering of our Chinese version into English, he has repre­
sented us as sajiny, “ Whom I pity, [do you] pity them ; on whom I 
have compassion, [do you] compassionate them.” It will be observed, 
however, that he has been obliged to put the words [do you] in 
brackets, intimating that they are supplied by himself, Hnd do not 
appear in our version. To make the phrase read as he has rendered 
it, these words ought to have been supplied in the Chinese. They 
have not been supplied ; and the sense attached to the phrase, as it 
now stands, is “  whom I pity, I  pity ; whom I compassionate, I com­
passionate any Chinese scholar reading the passage in its connec­
tion, would not misunderstand it.
Under the head of alterations, the objector includes “ those cases 
in which the figures used in the original are, (as he says,) without 
sufficient reason, dropped or changed.”
Before proceeding to the consideration of the instances adduced by 
him, we may remark that the objector himself implies that the figures 
used in the original m ay  be dropped or changed, if sufficient reason  
can be shown for so doing. The question resolves itself then into a 
case of degree : the thing may be done, hut not to the extent to which 
he thinks it has been done, or “ without sufficient reason.” W ho then 
is to be the judge of the extent to which licence may be given to 
translators, or of the validity of the reasons which they urge for 
availing themselves of the said licence ?— the objector, who has evi­
dently shown himself ignorant of the requirements of the Chinese 
language ?— or more experienced men, who are more likely to he ac­
quainted with the real difficulty of rendering Hebrew idioms into 
idiomatic Chinese ? Any unprejudiced person would undoubtedly say 
the latter.
Genesis xlviii. 15. The objector complains that the words, 
“  two sons,” are inserted after Joseph. He cannot deny that the 
persons blessed were the two sons, because, in the 14th verse, Jacob 
is said to have laid his hands on the heads of Ephraim and Manasseh ; 
and, in the 16th verse, Jacob in his prayer said “  Bless the lads yet
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he sayg, “ Joseph was blessed in  his two sons.” We. conceive, how­
ever, that it would be extremely difficult to bring out that idea in 
Chinese ; and to say directly “  Jacob blessed Joseph,” would lead the 
Chi riese reader to imagine that Joseph  was blessed, not his sons
He complains further, that the figure “  before whom they walked” 
is changed into “  whom they served.” This phrase is rendered by 
Schroeder and Dathe “  colere.” Bush says, it means a uniform 
course of holy obedience. If the sentence were literally rendered in 
Chinese, it would not convey the sense iuten ied .
Genesis xtix. 21. The objector complains that, in our translation, 
the hind to which Naphtali is compared, is said to have uttered 
“ a joj ful sound” instead of “  goodly words.” Does he believe 
'hat the sacred writer intended to say, that a hind is capable of 
uttering articulate sounds, or, does it not rather mean, that a hind 
let loose, utters a cry of joy, in which respect Naphtali resembled 
that anim al'?
Exodus XX. 5  The objector complains that, for the phrase “ I 
aTO a jealous God” has been substituted a translation which he terms 
paraphrastic, and renders “ I will not permit you to pair another god 
'vith me,” but which we translate thus, “  I will by no means permit 
any other god to be put on a par with me.” He does not say, whe­
ther he considers incorrect the idea suggested by what he calls the 
par.iphrase; nor does he state what Chinese term he thinks oug-ht to be 
put in its place. The translators were obliged to render the passage 
as they have done, because the Chinese language does not contain 
any single term to express the idea of being intolerant of a rival, as 
it regards the feeling of superiors towards their inferiors. The words, 
generally employed by former Chinese translators, express the idea 
of jealous, mean, envious, spiteful and malignant, which epithets could 
not be attributed to the Deity.
Gesenius says that the Hebrew word, when spoken of God, means 
“  impatient of a rival.” Castalio and Dathe translate it “  impatiens 
socii.:> Kosenmiilbr has “  impatiens perfidise.”
The objector complains further, that the phrase “  visiting iniqui­
ties” is not rendered liter,illy, but by a term which signifies “ afflict­
ing with calamities.” Gesenius. quoting this phrase, says, “ visiting” 
means “ punishing.” Schroeder. Dathe and Rosenmiiller say the 
same. The Chinese word employed means to punish, or visit with 
calamity.
The objector says again, that “ the Chinese would not learn (from 
our version), that children were to suffer for the sins of their fathers.” 
To which it may be replied, that they would learn it as much from 
the Chinese version, as the Hebrews did from the original: see Dathe’s 
•node of rendering the passage.
E x o d u s x x iv . i l .  The objector complains, that “ elders” have 
heen put for “  nobles.” The Hebrew word means “  principal men,” 
which the Chinese word “  superiors’’ well represents.
He complains further, that the phrase “  he laid not his hand upon 
them,” has not been translated literally ; but by a phrase meaning “ no
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injury or calamity came npon them." Hewlett »ays, that this phrase 
means “ he did not hurt tliom Dathe translates “  without danger to 
their lives.” It is the same phrase that is used in Genesis xxii. 12. 
where the sense is “  to hurt.” W ere the phrase rendered literally in 
Chinese, it would not convey the sense intended.
Genesis xiii. 10. The objector complains that in the Chinese ver­
sion, Zoar has been wrongly said to be “  in Egypt.” He has had be­
fore him only the rough draught, made by the united Committee of 
Delegates ; hut, had he waited till he had seen our revision, made r. 
year ago, he would have seen that there was no ground for objection 
on this ground He, finds fault with the word used in the Chinese ver­
sion for “  compare,” which he says, means “  mutually to fly up and 
down.” His only objection, however, is,— not that it is wrongly 
employed in the case in question ; but that it is found in the Chinese 
Book of Odes. The expression is well known to Chinese readers, 
none of whom would think it strange or misapplied. If we must not 
use a suitable Chinese phrase, because it happens to be contained in 
one of the classics, we shall be greatly circumscribed in our choice 
of phrases. The objector ventuies to assign a motive to the trans­
lators, which he cannot be sure influenced them : he calls it, an 
“  attempt to make the work classical.” Perhaps he would complain 
of us. if we were to assign as a motive for his referring to the Book 
of Odes, that it was an attempt to display his own familiarity with the 
Chinese classics.
The objector adds some cases of what he calls “  palpable mistransla­
tion.” For instance, Genesis xviii. 4. where he says, that Abraham's 
guests were to wa-th their own feet ; whereas the C hinese translators 
have represented Abraham as saying : “  Permit me to tak e  a  little 
water and wash your feet.” Bush, explaining this passage, says, 
“  wash your fe e t; that is, have them washed : for this was performed 
by servants, and not by the guests themselves.”
The objector complains of our method of translating Genesis xlix.
10. He had before him only the rough draught before mentioned ; 
but, had he waited for our revision, he would have found his objec­
tions groundless. His translation of the phrase, “  a n d  w hen  the 
peace-maker comes,” as it stood in the Chinese version, is incorrect. 
He should have rendered it, “  until the peace-maker com es;” Mor­
rison renders the word. “ to stand till the proper time arrives: to 
wait till.” See his Dictionary, Part II. Vol. I page 803. character
Tae.
In the third commandment, the clause “  will not hold him guilt­
less,” has, the objector says, been rendered “  will not pardon.” The 
Hebrew word, which represents this clause, is said by Gesenius, com­
menting on Exodus xx . 7, to mean, “ to let go unpunished, to for­
give of course, the negative bei:.g added, the phrase will mean,
“ will not pardon.” Dathe translates it, “  Non impunitum sinet esse.” 
The objector says, that the translators have by this rendering made 
the violation of this commandment an unpardonable sin. W e would
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ask him, what law ever tolerated the violation of itself * and in what 
way may violators of God's law obtain pardon, except through an
atonement ?
l’he objector closes by adducing, what he calls “  a deliberate alter, 
ation of the te x t;” Exodus x. 27. “ Jehovah hardened Pharaoh’s 
heart which has been translated in the Chinese version, “ Pharaoh 
hardened his heart, and Jehovah permitted it.”  In so doing, the 
translators have followed the example of Dathe, Ainsworth, Houbi- 
Schott and W mzer, besides a number of others. See Hewlett, 
•n loco, Jonathan Edwards in his sermon on Romans ix. 18. and 
Horne’s Introduction, Vol. II. page 592. Hartwell Horne, whilst con. 
tending against the argument of infidels, derived from such a render. 
,ng of the passage as the objector recommends, says, it ought to be 
rendered, “  The L o rd  suffered the heart o f  P ha iaoh  to be har- 
dened."  In the original text, we have the verb “  harden” used in 
the Piel conjugation. Gesenius in his Hebrew Grammar, page 80, 
'peaking of the signification of the Piel form of a verb, says, that 
' the Piel conjugation often takes the signification expressed by to 
P erm it, to declare or regard, to h e lp :  as to let live, to declare 
innocent, to assist in child-bearing , &c.
W e do not think that the translators are charsreable with a delib­
erate alteration of the text, when they selected such a signification 
of the Hebrew word, as is sanctioned by the best critics, and is most 
agreeable to the analogy of faith.
W e cannot but consider tlie language employed bv the objec­
tor, when speaking on this subject, to be very unwarrantable. “ These 
translators,” he says, “  have thought proper to change the subject of 
the verb • and what Moses, speaking as moved bv the Holy Spirit, 
tells us Jehovah did, they tell the Chinese, Pharaoh did.” Again “ I 
think the Christian world will atrree in considering, this a daring and 
presumptuous tampering with God’s holy word.” and *• It will be for 
the Bible Societies of Europe and America to say, whether they will 
ptint a version made on such principles.” W e have shown above, 
t-hat the Christian world do not agree with, and that many learned 
and pious men differ totally from, the objector iri his rendering of the 
passage. W e cannot help thinking that the language above quoted 
was employed merely to inflame the minds of sober Christians at 
home, r.ot all of whom are acquainted with the arguments that have 
heen employed on both sides of the question : and lhnt the extravagant 
expression», used by the objector, were intended, by getting up the 
°dium  theo/ogicum  against the translators, to induce the Bible So. 
Pieties of Europe and America, to reject a version which, not being 
ahle sufficiently to disparage by argument, he has sought to injuie by 
declamation.
P A R T  II.
“  N otes on the translation o f  Ephesians  i. 3— 23.”
Mr. Culbertson’s conduct in regard to these criticisms, we cannot 
o«lp considering as very blameworthy.
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The Epistle to the Ephesians, as well as the other parts of the New
Testament, was translated according to a compact entered into among 
the Missionaries of all denominations at Hongkong, in 1843 It was 
then agreed, “ that the whole body of Protestant Missionaries do form 
a general Committee for the purpose of revising the translation of 
the Scriptures in the Chinese language : that said Committee be sub­
divided into local Committees of stations ; that the work of revision 
be subdivided and apportioned to the several stations ; that, when 
the whole of the New Testament shall have been thus revised, each 
station shall select one or more of its most experienced men to act as 
Delegates, who shall he the final judges as to the propriety of each 
revision ; after which, the whole shall he submitted to the Bible Socie­
ties of Europe and America tor their acceptance.” Accordingly, the 
revision was proceeded with at the several stations, and a rough 
draught of a translation made. In 1847, the Delegates were chosen, 
ar.d appointed to meet in Shanghae. Though Mr. Culbertson was 
not in China, at the time of the original compact, he became a party to 
it, at the last-named period, by voting for two of the Delegates, viz. 
Messrs. Medhurst and Milne, who laboured at the revision until its 
completion in 1850. The other Deleuates were Dr. Bridgman and 
Mr. John Stronach. Dr. Boone, though chosen, was prevented from 
attending. W hen the work was completed, the Delegates met on Au­
gust 1st, 1850, and resolved unanimously “ to offer (it) to the Bible 
Societies of Europe and America, and to all and every one of the 
Protestant Missionaries engaged in the work of evangelizing China ; 
with the understanding that all parties, who shall make use of this 
version, shall refrain from altering the text, as given out by this 
Committee, who reserve to a majority of their own body, the right 
to make any alterations therein.” Ten days afterwards, the Com­
mittee of Delegates passed the following resolution : “  whereas a 
diversity of opinion exists respecting the intention of this Commit­
tee, iu regard to criticisms and suggestions which may be sent to 
them for the improvement of their version, after it shall have been 
put to press : Resolved, that this Committee will give all due at­
tention to the criticisms and suggestions which may be sent to 
them, as well after as before the version is put to press: and 
that they do not propose to put the version out of their hands finally, 
till such time as the Committee on the Old Testament is prepared 
to take the same step in regard to its version ”
Here then is a work, executed by a select body of men, chosen 
by a larger body. The fullest powers are niven by the larger body 
to the more select body, to decide finally in the case before them. 
The Delegates, aware of the full powers vested in their hands, interdict 
all and every person from altering the work as given out by them, 
while they present it for the use of the parties who commissioned 
them, and for whom it was designed. The Delegates, however, 
do not consider their work as incapable of improvement; they state 
distinctly, that it is an unperfected work, and not given out of 
their hands finally, until improved by all possible means. F or the
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purpose of perfecting their work, they invite criticisms and suggest 
tions, to which they promise to give all due attention, in order 
that, by successive corrections, the work may be rendered as com­
plete as possible. Mr Culbertson is one of their constituents ; 
he is invited to offer any criticisms and suggestions that may occur 
to him, assured of their being duly and attentively considered. 
He has certain criticisms and suggestions to offer, but, instead of 
Presenting them to the Committee of Delegates, with a view td 
their adopting them in improving the version, as he ought to have 
done, he draws them up in the form ot a charge, couched iu language 
a,1ything but respectful towards the translators, and sends them abroad 
'v>th the view of inducing the Bible Societies of Europe and Americst 
not to print, and the Missionaries in China not to circulate, a version 
Blade on the principles which he reprehends; the Oommitte.e of 
Delegates being all the while ignorant of these charges having been 
®ade, until they received a copy of them from Europe. This we must 
consider, and we have no doubt every candid man will consider, 
a* conduct deserving severe censure.
If  Mr. Culbertson has the slightest sense of common propriety, 
he will admit the justice of the preceding observations, and acknowledges 
his fault befire all He must remember at the same time; 
that, by this act, he has not only reflected on the persons whose names 
are mentioned in the paper before us, but on Drs. Bridgman and 
Boone, one of whom sat at the board during the whole period that 
the Committee of Delegates met, and the other, though unable to at­
tend, moved the Resolution, which was adopted by all the Delegates; 
that the version as it then stood , should be offered to the Bible 
Societies, ami Missionaries for their acceptance.
Since writing the above, we have received the following letter from 
Mr. Culbertson, which we stop the press to insert, along with our 
remarks upon it.
“ To the Rev. Dr.M edhurst, and the Rev. Messrs. Stronach and Milne.
“  Dear Brethren,
“  By the February mail, which has ju st arrived, I  have receivedi 
a letter from the Rev. T. W . Mellor, Editorial Superintendent of the 
British and Foreign Bible Society, in which he informs me, that he 
had transmitted to you by the same mail, some extracts from a letter 
addressed bv me to him in November last. The extracts contain 
Rn>ne remarks on the translation of the Pentateuch, executed by the 
Committee of Delegates, prior to your withdrawal from that Commit­
tee. I regret, to le irn, that he has sent the extracts without giving 
the name of the writer. Nothing was further from my intention than 
Jo withhold from you the knowledge of the authorship of that letter, 
^he letter was not designed to be a confidential one ; it was the 
Property of' the Bible Society, to be disposed of as they might jndtce 
Proper. I did not know of course, how much importance they might 
a,tuch to the statements there made, but I certainly never dreamed 
*UI a moment, that they would allow them to influence their action^
C
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without furnishing you with a copy of the letter, and the name of 
the writer.
“  I beg leave to say further, in order to correct any misapprehension 
you may have conceived, that the object of my letter was not to en­
deavour to induce them to withhold the funds necessary for printing 
your version of the Old Testament. I knew, indeed, that it might 
perhaps affect their decision on this point, but that was 110 part of 
my object. My design was to justify the grounds we had assigned 
to the Bible Societies for going on with a translation, while you were 
at the same time preparing one, and also to correct some wrong im­
pressions, which I conceived your letter of August last to the Editor 
of the Chinese Repository, was calculated to create. The impression 
conveyed in that letter was, that you were ignorant of any ditference 
of opinion, among the members of the Committee of Delegates, in 
reference to the principles of translation. The inference of course was 
that, other members had acted a dishonourable part in concealing 
from you their real sentiments. My object, in my letter of Novem­
ber, was to show that those differences had been freely stated in the 
Committee-room, and to exhibit their real nature and importance. 
This of course could not be done, without a discussion of particular 
renderings, in which, the principles of translation acted upon were 
brought to view ; I distinctly stated, in my letter, that this transla­
tion had not received your final revision, ar.d that, in revising it, I had 
no doubt you would make some alterations. The work already done, 
however, was that from which we formed our opinion of that which 
remained to be done, and which led us to conclude that the transla­
tion about to be made by you would not suit our wants. This was 
the reason assigned by us to the Bible Societies, for going on with a 
separate translation ; moreover, the proof that a différence of opinion 
existed among the members of the Committee, must of necessity be 
drawn from the work, as it stood at the time of your withdrawal, by 
showing that some of the members approved, while others disap­
proved, of the principles involved in that mode of rendering.
“  I am authorized also to inform you, that Bishop Boone is the author 
of the strictures on the translation of a portion of the New Testament. 
I  am under the impression that he requested the Committee of the 
Bible Society to furnish you with a copy of his remarks.
“  I  may add that 1 would have printed my letter, and sent you a 
copy, but that I exceedingly deprecate the trumpeting of our differ­
ences before the public from the press, unless the good of the cause 
in which we are alike engaged will manifestly be promoted thereby.
“ I am. Dear Brethren,
“  Yours very truly,
“  M. S. C u l b e r t s o n .
“  Shanghae, May 29th, 1852. ”
Mr. Culbertson says, in the foregoing letter, that he did not in te n d , 
by his remarks on Genesis and Exodus, to induce the Bible Society 
“  to withhold the funds necessary for the printing of our version of
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the Old Testament. H e knew indeed, that it might perhaps affect
their decision on that point, but that was no part of his object.” Let 
the reader turn to his closing observations quoted on page 15, and 
say, whether the writer did not in tend  that the Bible Societies of 
Europe and America, should refrain from printing our version. W e 
conceive that the appeal with which he winds up his “  Notes ” , and the 
disclaimer in the present letter are directly at variance. Mr. Culbertson 
»ays, that his object was tojustify the groundsthey had assigned to the 
Bible Societies, for going on with a translation, while we were at the 
same time preparing one. Those grounds he says further on, were 
that the translation about to be made by us would not suit their 
'vants ; but, granting that our version would not suit their wants, 
m'ght it not have suited the wants of others ? why should he then 
urge the Bible Societies of Europe and America not to print it ? 
He says, he did not intend th a t ; why then did he recommend it ?
Another object he had in view, in sending home the papers we have 
commented on, was to correct some wrong impression, which 
he conceived our letter of August last to the Editor of the Chinese 
Repository was calculated to create : viz. that w e  were ignorant of 
any difference of opinion among the members of the Committee of 
Delegates, in reference to principles of translation. Thu letter in 
question was printed, and a copy sent to M r. Culbertson immediately 
alter its issue, as well as to all the other Missionaries. But, instead 
°f addressing us, or his Missionary brethren, he preferred writing 
to the Bible Society a series of strictures, drawn up by himself, 
after the Committee had separated, to shew that these differences 
°f opinion had been freely stated in the Committee-room. The only 
point that Mr. Culbertson specifies, as having been repeatedly dis­
cussed in Committee, and resisted by the others, was in reference to 
the hardening of Pharaoh’s heart. Mr. Culbertson himself was only 
a short time present in Committee, and, during that time, made 
but few observations on the principles of translation. Some that he 
did make have been attended to in our revision, a t least one on 
Genesis ii. 4 , 5. I t  is impossible to charge the memory with what 
'vas sa id  during a period of six months. Certain it is, that no ques­
tion on principles of translation was ever pushed to a vote. Discus­
sions of course were numerous, but only two instances of difference 
°f opinion have been left on record, which both parties agreed to 
'nsert in the margin : viz. Genesis xxxi. 30, and Exodus xxxii. 2, 23, 
regarding the insertion of “  images” after the blank left for God, 
'vhich blank we were allowed by our rules to treat as we severally 
Pleased: and Lev. x ix # 3 l,  xx. 6, 27, regarding the translation 
°f “ familiar spirit.”  In  every other instance, the Delegates were 
supposed to be unanimous ; at any rate if they were not, the 
Ejections of eithei party were not of such a nature as to lead them 
l<> press for a division, or to threaten the dissolution of the Commit­
tee. W hen we separated irom the other Delegates, we did not assign 
ft"- a reason, any differences of opinion on the principles of translation. 
W e simply stated that the Directors of our Society had intimated
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their wish, that we should proceed with the translation of the Old 
Testament, unconnected with the agents of any other Institution. 
The resolution of our Directors was dated in London, July ‘¿‘2, 1850, 
several days before the Delegates on the Revision of the Old Testa­
ment commenced their sittings in Shanghae. The ground of their 
Resolution could not have been any differences of opinion on the 
principles of translation, as nothing had then been done on the Old 
Testament.
Mr. Culbertson says, that he distinctly stated, in his letter to the 
Bible Society, that our translation had not received our final revision, 
and that, in revising it, he had nc doubt we should make some altera­
tions. W hy then dijd he not wait till those alterations had been made ? 
pr why did he not apply to us to know whether the passages, on which 
he intended to comment, were retained by us in the revision. He 
would by that means have gone on certain grounds, and saved him­
self some writing, as well as the Bible Society much annoyance.
Mr. Culbertson adds, that he would have printed his letter, and 
sent us a copy, but that he exceedingly deprecated the trumpeting of 
our differences before the public from the press. W e think he acted 
very wrong in not furnishing us with a copy. It was not necessary 
to print and publish the document, in order to make us acquainted 
with it. He could have transcribed it and sent us a copy. His 
strictures amounted to an attack on our version ; an unprovoked and 
unnecessary attack. Any man of candour and fair dealing, when 
commencing an attack of this kind, would have made known to us 
what he was about to do, before assailing otir literary reputation and 
integrity, as translators of the word of God. Mr. Culbertson has not 
done this. The excuse he urges is but a poor subterfuge. It will 
not stand. W e have therefore just ground of complaint, that such a 
communication should have been sent home without first affording us 
an opportunity of knowing its contents, and enabling us to explain 
pur course or defend our version.
Mr. Culbertson says, also, that he is authorized to inform us,
• that Bishop Boone is the author of the strictures on the transla­
tion of a portion of the New Testament, and he is under the impres­
sion that he (Bishop Boone) lequested the Committee of the Bible 
Society to furnish us with a copy of his remarks.
This statement has filled us with astonishment; of course it exon­
erates Mr. Culbertson from any blame as the author of those stric­
tures, and we hereby retract all the condemnatory expressions, which 
we have used regarding him, in commentingon the second part of the 
papers before us. But, vthile we ex o n e ra tiv e . Culbertson, we think 
Bishop Boone culpable in a tenfold greater degree.
In order to show how exceedingly Dr. Boone is to be blamed in 
this matter, we have only to detail the history of his connection with 
fbe Delegation for the Revision of the New Testament. In 1847, 
p r .  Boone was chosen one of the Delegates for the Ningpo-Shantr- 
hae station, and thereby constituted one of the final judges of each
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revision. The work commenced on July 1st, 1847 : on the 5th of 
the same month, an objection was brought up by Dr. Bpdwnan, and 
seconded by Dr. Boone, against the term used for the name of God. in 
the copy prepared by one of the local Committees of stations. A lter 
a*i oral discussion of a few days, it was resolved to conduct the 
controversy in writing ; six papers were (hereupon prepared, three 
011 each side of the controversy ; the iirst, amounting to 36 pasre.s, 
was from the pen of Dr. Boone, aided by Mr. Lowrie. The third a- 
n»ountingto 51 pages, and the fifth to 32 pages, were both from the 
pen of Dr. Boone alone. These discussions occupied the Committee 
Until Nov. 22d, when they mettodecide the question, ar.d found their 
?otes equal. They therefore resolved to adjourn until the beginning 
°f January, to allow time 1o prepare statements of their respective views 
for the public. During this recess, Dr. Boone prepared his “ Essay” 
of 70 pates. On the re-assemblinif of the Committee, Dr. Boone’s 
health prevented his attendance until Jan. 25th, when he attended for 
halla  day. From that time till the close of the Committee’s labours, 
Dr. Boone was never present, unless to discuss some point relative to 
the controversy. A paragraph having appeared in the English Mission­
ary Record, March I 850, p. 121, apparently extracted from the publi. 
cations ol the American Episcopal Missionary Society, intimating that 
Dr. Boone had continued, “ with very little remission, to work at the 
translation of the New Testament,” Dr. Boone’s attention was called 
to 't ,  and he wrote Jan. 13th, 1851. to say that he had “  never work­
ed one hour on said translation.” And ypt, in 1850, be published his
* Defense, of an Essay” amounting to 170 paL'es. on the subject of the 
Controversy. Thus it appears that Dr. Boone has done, nothing towards 
the work of translation, during the four years that he retained his office 
as a Delegate, except to carry on a controversy for the sake of promot- 
ll|g his own views regarding» particular term ; a controversy wbich has 
thrown the Bible Society into a state of endless perplexity, and retard­
ed in no small degree the circulation of the Bible in China. W e know 
from experience that controversy is a very exciting thing ; and that it 
requires an amount of research and attention with which the ordinary 
labours of translating and revising can bear no comparison. As long as 
the Committee of Delegates was engaged in controversy, Dr. Boone ne- 
ver relinquished his efforts; and. after they had as a Committee ceased 
to discuss the question at issue. Dr. Boone, thouah h t could not work 
onehouron the translation, could yet find time and strength for prepar­
ing one work of 70 pages and another of 170 pages. W e cannot ac­
cept his excuse, therefore, that ill-health alone prevented him from at­
tending in the Commitree-room for the space of tw o years and a half. 
E v en  supposing that the regular meeting with others, and engaging 
ln oral discussions, might have been too fatiguing fora person in a 
weak state of health, what w a s  to prevent his attending occasionally, 
°r inspecting the work at home? Copies of the translations were 
"ent to him by the Secretary of the Cunmittee, or ifthev were not. he 
'night readily have obtained th< m. In  Jan . 1850, the Missionaries a t
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Fuh-chew applied for a copy of such portions of the Chinese New Tes­
tament as had been prepared, and, it having been resolved to grant 
the same, Dr. Boone undertook to see the copy made and forwarded. 
He must, therefore, have had in his possession a transcript of all 
that was done at that time. The Delegates were then engaged on 
the 'book of the Revelation. On the 11th Sept. 1850, Dr. Bridg­
man informed the Bible Society that “ manuscript copies of the en­
tire version had been, or soon would be, sent to all the several sta­
tions.” Dr. Boone cannot, therefore, plead ignorance of the way in 
which the translation was carried on. I f  he did not know it, he 
ought to have known i t ;  he was to be one of the final judges as to 
the propriety of each revision. I t is to be presumed that many of his 
fellow-missionaries, and the American Bible Society, were depending 
very much on his opinion, and he declared himself responsible to those 
who had delegated him. During these four years he has retained all 
his powers as a Delegate, and invariably exercised them when a vote 
on controversial subjects was called for ; how could he then divest him - 
self of responsibility with regard to the main work for which the Dele­
gates were elected ? Had everything gone on well and satisfactorily, 
he ought to have made himself acquainted with its progress, in order 
that, when the period for "giving out the version arrived, he might 
know what he was about in “  submitting the whole to the Bible Socie­
ties of Europe and America for their acceptance” Still more so, if 
he disapproved of the style and principles of translation adopted by the 
Committee. It was his duty, in that case, to have given to his Fellow- 
Delegates, in an official form, an intimation of his disapproval ; and 
to have sounded the note of alarm to his brother Missionaries and to the 
Bible Societies, that they might be on their guard against accepting 
and adopting a version the principles of which he disapproved of. W e 
can safely aver, however, that up to this period the Committee has ne­
ver had the slightest intimation of any disapprobation on thè part of Dr. 
Boone regarding the principles of translation adopted in the New Tes­
tament version. So much were we sure of all absence of d isappro- 
bation on his part, that we argued in our printed letter of August 
last, that whoever else might disapprove of our version, Dr. Boone 
could not be the man.
In April, 1850, a correspondence took place between Dr. Boone and 
one of our number regarding the giving out of the Delegates’ version 
of the New Testament with the blanks for Theos and Pneuma, to be 
filled up by anybody as he might think proper. Dr. Boone at 
that time resisted this proposal, on the ground that the version was 
joint property, in which all the Delegates mid a joint interest and 
responsibility. “  One party” he said “ could not stand quietly by. and 
see their joint property used for the detriment of” what he called “ the 
common cause, and be guiltless.” Should any one, he said, propose to 
fill up the blanks with 8hang-ti, he should feel it his duty to protest, 
conceiving that his right in the version was violated. Dr Boone’s 
part of this correspondence extended to about thirty pages folio. He
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must have felt strongly on the point, or he would not have written at 
such length, at a time when his health was so feeble as to prevent his 
attendance at the Committee. H is frequent mention in the course of 
the correspondence above alluded to, of rights, interests, responsibi­
lity, and ownership, shows that he considered the version, a property 
Worth contending for, and one which he would not very willingly let 
slip out his hands. If he did not then approve of it, his contending for 
't  was absurd. To show, however, that he did, we transcribe the fol­
lowing words used by him : “  Certainly great thanks are due from 
all parties concerned, and all those «ho hope to be benefited by this 
Version, to the London Missionary ¡Society for the handsome contri­
bution they have made towards it. And still greater thanks are due 
to those Missionaries, who have laboured assiduously in its prepara­
tion.” Does this language mean anything, or is it only an empty 
compliment ? we cani.ot allow ourselves to think, that the Bishop 
Was cajoling us. W e fully believe, he meant what he said, when he 
penned those words ; that is, he considered the version an acquisition, 
a real benefit to China, and he regarded those who had been labouring 
*n its production deserving of all praise.
But the clearest proof, that Dr. Boor.e approved of our version 
during the year 1850, is his coming forward with the proposition 
that it should be given out to all. He had expressed himself in his 
correspondence of the preceding April to the following effect : “  The 
Committee of Delegates no doubt can agree now, if they see fit, to 
allow these blanks to be filled, by any individuals as may suit their 
Views ; but they have not done so, and I trust never will.”  In 
the following August, however, he changed his mind 011 this subject. 
He probably found that among his own friends, or a t least suspected 
that with the public, there would be strong objections to a course, that 
would debar those from using the version who had made it, even 
though they might employ Shang-ti for God : and, on the 1st of 
August, he came forward with the following Resolution, which was 
carried unanimously :
“  The Committee of Delegates, engaged on the revision of the trans­
lation of the New Testament in Chinese, having now completed their 
'vork, the words Theos and Pneuma being left untranslated, accord­
ing to the resolution of the Committee of Delegates passed iti 1847, 
do hereby Resolve,
“  T hat the veision, as it now stands, be offered to the Bible Socie­
ties of Europe and America, and to all and every one of the Protes­
tant Missionaries at present engaged, or who may hereafter be enga­
ged, in the work of ev® gelizing C hina; with the understanding that 
all parties who shall make use of this version shall refrain from alter­
ing the text, as now giving out by this Committee, who reserve to a 
majority of their own body the right to make any alterations therein. ” 
The Missionaries who met in Hongkong in 1843, had resolved that 
the whole work, on its completion, should hesubmitted to the Bible !?o- 
t-ieties of Europe and America, for their acceptance. By the proposition
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ofDr.Boone it was thus offered ; the only stipulation being that all par­
ties making use of it should refrain from altering the text, as given out 
by the Committee. In what way could approval of a work be more s'rorig- 
lv testified ? It would have been indecorous to have accompanied the 
offer by a single word of praise ; offering it was all the commen­
dation the Delegates could bestow on it. F or ourselves we felt 
that we'had done our best, and, with mingled feeliutrs of gratitude for 
the past, and hope for the f uture, we laid our contribution on the 
altar, humbling praying tl a* the work might prove extensively useful to 
the souls of men. It had cost us much labour, but to God we ascribed 
the glory. But we ask, what iould Dr. Boone have meant by the 
part he took on the occasion referred to '? W e will not suppose for 
a moment, that he meant to insult the Bible Society and the Mis­
sionaries, by presenting to them what he did not think worth their 
acceptance : by restricting them from altering what he considered ma­
nifestly defective, and giving out, as the translation of the New Tes­
tament, something that “  struck him was not Gospel ?” W e cannot 
believe him capable of such duplicity'. He meant what he said, when 
he proposed to offer it to the Bible Societies of Europe and America.
A  short time afterwards, the Secretary of the Shanghae Correspon­
din'; Committee of the British and Foreign Bible Society applied to 
the Delegates, for a certified copy of the New Testament, to be put to 
press under direction of the aforesaid Committee, when it was resolv­
ed, that a certified copy should be furnished as requested. On this 
occasion, no word of disapprobation was uttered by a single member 
of the Delegation, nor the slightest intimation >;iven that it was defec­
tive. or unworthy the acceptance of the important Institution that had 
applied for it.
On the same day the resolution inviting criticisms, a copy of which 
may be seen on the 16th page, was passed. This resolution was pub­
lished in the Chinese Repository of October following, so that no one 
could plead itrnorance of it. Up to this period, we have no reason to 
believe, that Dr. Boone felt unfavourably towards the Delegates’ ver­
sion of the New Testament.
On the 1st of August, 135D, we became connected with the Com­
mittee of Deleuates for the revision of the Old Testament, and labour, 
ed, in conjunction with the other Delegates, in the translation of the 
Pentateuch, as far as the 9th of Deuteronomy. On the 12th of Fe­
bruary. 1851. in consequence of instructions from the Directors of 
the London Missionary Society, we separated from the Committee 
of Delegates on the Old Testament, and revived to proceed with the 
translation of the Old Testament alone ; after which we intended to 
offer the result of our labours to the Bible Societies of Europe and A- 
merica, an I to all the Protestant Missronaries in China. W e also 
passed a resolution, which was published, “  that, so far as was prac­
ticable, we should adopt in the Oul Testament the style which, when 
associated with the Rev. Dr. Bridgman, we had adopted in the trans­
lation of the New. ”
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I t appears from Mr. Culbertson’s letter, that the other Delegates
had resolved oil proceeding with a translation of the Old Testament, 
at the same time that we were preparing one. I t was found ne­
cessary to justify this conduct to the Bible Society. They could not 
pretend to produce a translation that would be more idiomatic than 
°urs, but they thought they might succeed in supplying one “  that 
would suit their wants.” Mr. Culbertson therefore proceeded to attack 
° l>r principles of translation, and to illustrate bis remarks by a critique 
°>i parts of the translation of Genesis and lixodus. W e have already 
Reen of what value his remarks are. I t appears, however, to have 
been thought requisite that something else should be done. W e had 
stated, in the resolution above alluded to, that we should follow in 
the Old Testament the style which we had adopted in the New. 
^Ve presume it was felt that, if the style of the New Testament trans­
lation was approved of, that of the Old would be received also : but 
the ilrst cuuld he disparaged, the credit of the latter would lie ne­
cessarily weakened. W e now avow our full conviction, that it was 
'vitli this view Dr. Boone undertook to criticize our translation of 
Ephesians. W e may be mistaken, but such is the inference we draw 
from his conduct. He cannot say that he sought the improvement of 
the New Testament version by such a course as this :— if that had 
been his object, the means he adopted were unsuitable. He was 
'veil aware of the resolution that stood on our books, inviting criti­
cisms and suggestions for  the improvement o f  the Version  ; and he 
knew that, the proper mode of proceeding was to send them directly 
to us. If he had taken that method, and it had proved unavailing, it 
'vas then time enough to adopt, what should only have been taken 
to as a dernier resort,— namely, the appeal to the Bible Society. But 
" e  believe, that his object w a s  to ru in  our influence and reputation 
as t r a n s l a to r s ,  with the view o f  making out a case of necessity for 
their proceeding w ith  another t r a n s la t io n .  His great anxiety to secure 
'lie success of that translation is manifest irom the fact of his a t­
tending the so-called Committee of Delegates, for some time after the 
period of our s e p a ra t i o n ,  b u t  n e v e r  giving one hour to the translation 
° f  either the Old or New Testament, as long as we remained his 
Co-delegates. On the 9th of August, 1850, the Committee of Dele­
gates on the Old Testament wrote to the Secretary of the Bible 
Society to the following effect : “  Dr. Boone, who attended the first 
>'ay, said that, irom ill-health, he should he prevente i attending in 
future.” He did not attend up to the 20th February, 1851, (the date 
of our separation); but. from and after that date, notwithstanding the 
Rtate of his health, he attended frequently. He thus manifested an 
«nxiet\ for the p r e p a ra t io n  o f  the translation, after ourseparaiion, w h ic h  
he never displayed before. Wn conclude that the same anxiety for 
the success of what he had a more espec al interest in has led him to 
attack our version of the New Testament, for the purpose of under- 
tinning our translation of the Old.
VVe have said already, that we consider Dr. Boone ten times more 
blameworthy than Mr. Culbertson, and this will appear if we consider
n
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that Dr. Boone’s relation to ourselves, and to the version, was very 
much more intimate than Mr. Culb rtson’s. The latter had merely 
voted for us as Delegates for the translation of the New Testament, was 
only a spectator when the version was ¿riven out, and was not a member 
of the Committee, which passed the Resolution of September 1 Ith, 
inviting criticisms on it. 1'he former was, and is, one of the Dele­
gates ; he himself proposed that the veision should be offered to the 
Bitile Societies, and he was party to the Resolution inviting critici-ms. 
W e may be excused for dwelling a moment on these points. Dr. 
Boone himself te Is us that he “  never worked ore hour on the said 
translation,” and yet, from the beginning of 1818 to the m id le o f  
1850, he retained his seat in tire Delegation, by which means he kept 
up what he calls the ‘’ tie” in the Committee, and tied up our hands 
from employing the most approprate term for translating a certain 
word, which, as the real translators, we were most likely to know was 
the most suitable. He resolutely maintained all the power, with 
which he was invested as a Delegate, and uniformly declined doing 
any of the m ark ; and iruleed manifested no interest in its progress. 
This we patiently submitted to ;  we might have shaken him off as 
we did the Committee of Delegates on the Old Testament in 18-51, 
and gone on alone ; but we thought that, by tolerating the obstruc­
tion he occasioned, we might at any rate secure his influence r.s a 
Co-delegate in standing bv the version, and thus prevent the get­
ting up of a separate translation.—judging (as he himself expressed 
it), that it “ would cause less injurv, if all parties used the same ver­
sion, instead of having different versions.” B it. in this we were mis­
taken. No tie it seems could bind Dr. Boone, to co-operate with an 
association with which lie is connected, when lie deems it suitable to 
act against it. He is still a Co-delegate on the New Testament, and 
has acted in that capacity, since we dissolve I our connection with the 
Old Testament Committee. On the 5th of April. 1851. he attended 
8 meeting of the New Testament Delegates, when they passed a reso­
lution expressive of regret regarding " th e  circulation of the same ver­
sion of the Scriptures in Chinese in two separate editions, with different 
terms for God and Spirit.” To obviate this, he and Dr Bridgman 
stated their willingn ss to accept of the term Teen-shin  for God. if 
all the M ssiouaries in China would agree to it ; but, the other mem­
bers of the Delegation not agreeing, the proposition was dropped. 
The Committee ot' Delegates was, however, unanimous on that occa­
sion in “ rejecting the principle ot marginal r e a d i n g s . "  At that meet­
ing, Dr. Boone acted in connection with the Committee of Delegates, 
giving no intimation that he disapproved of the version ; and yet. in 
November following, he attacked the work of a Committee, with which 
he had remained in connection for four years. When the anonymous 
paper containing his attack reached the Committee last month, he 
authorized Mr. Culbertson to inform them that he was the author of 
the strictures on the New Testament version. He must surely have 
have forgotten that that version was a work which he himself proposed 
for adoption, or been utterly regardless of the astonishment, with which
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the friends of Bible circulation at home would view him, offering them 
a 'vork with the one hand, and knocking it down with the other. Then 
aitain. what d'il lie mean hv allowing a Resolution of the Committee 
of Delegates to pass “ that they would uive all due attention to 
•he criticism* ami suggestions which might he sent to them, as w'ell 
after as before the version was put to press ’ ? Did he intend that 
the other Missionar’es should meekly send in their temarks to the 
Committee of Delegates, and patiently wait for any action the Com- 
nvttee might choose to take regarding them ; while he, being a 
Committee-man. might shoot over the heads of his brethren, and 
forward his criticisms immediately to the Bible Society ? was there 
to he one law for the generality, ami another for himself? Is 
't the peculiar privilege of a Committee man, that he has no need 
t° make his suggestions known to his brethren, and may appeal at 
once to those who hold the purse-strings 'i But it is to the m oJe in 
" ’hidi the thing was done that we have, and we helieve every honour- 
•hie man will have, the strongest objections. His criticisms, being 
the criticisms of a Co-delegate, and constituting as they do, a charge 
•gainst us of unfaithfulness and incapacity, were sent to the Bible 
Society, without the parties accuse i being made aware of the fact. 
Mr. Culbertson says, that he is “ under the impression, that Dr. Buone 
requested the Committee of the Bible Society to furnish us with a 
Copy of his r marks.” He is “  under the impression” ! so then, he is 
not suie even of this point ! Dr Boone was at his elbow when he pen­
ned those words, and he miu'ht havo made himself certain about the 
•natter. But suppos nii it were so, is that, we ask. (and in so doing 
We appeal to the co'imion seii^c and common justice of mankind.)— is 
that the wav for Dr. Boone to go 10 work in accusing brethren ? 
Men v\ho lived next door, and with whom he was on terms of friendly 
intercourse, to sav nothing of official connection.— these men are to be 
accused at the distance of half the globe, in the presence of those who 
have it in their power, by withholding pecuniary supplies, to render 
nugator\ the greatest work of their lives, for which they have toiled 
during the best \ ears of their existence ; a n d ,  when the force of his 
Statements has taken such effect at least as to startle the friends of 
Bible circulation, then the accused may be furnished with a copy of the 
accusation ! The excuse is worse than paltry, that “ Dr Boone re­
quested the Committee oKhe Lible Society to furnish us with a copy 
of his remarks.” He could, and he ought to have done it himself, 
^ e  knew verv well that the communication would reach us much 
Sooner bv a five minutes’ r mte. than by a five months’ route : and 
Jet tie chose the latter ; for what reason, we cannot divine, but that 
j'C did not want us to know what he said, until what he said had done 
work ? This is the conduct which we dt signaled as ten times 
Worse that; that of Mr. Culbertson. A Co-delegate, and the very 
n>an who in Committee moved that the version he presented to the 
Bible Society, and one of a Committee who invited criticisms to he s tn t 
to them, is the man who acts as the accuser of his brethren, and that 
"'ithout their being aware of i t ; the very man too who in January
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16th. 1849, writing to one of us (in rel.ition to the great controversy), 
in a letter intended for us all, «avs “ believe me when I assure you, 
that I am very sincerely a brother Missionary, yea, your brother in 
Christ, Win. J .  Boone.”
Haying thus vindicated the correctness of our opinion, regarding the 
blameworthiness of Dr. Boone as to this matter, we will now proceed 
to examine the strictures he has submitted to the Bible Society.
Our translation ofver. 3d is thus rendered by the objector: “ Bles­
sed be S'iang-ti, the tV.ther of our Lord Jesns Christ, (who) because 
(of) Christ causes us to receive spiritual blessings in heaven.” The 
objector observes, that in his rendering the Chinese version into Eng­
lish, he has bracketed the word “  who,” to indicate that there is no­
thing for it in Chinese. He surely must be very partially acquainted 
with Chinese, to suppose that it admits of the use of the relative, in 
the way that western writers employ it. Any Chinese scholar would 
know that the relative is understood in the passage before us. The 
objector further observes, that he has bracketed the word “ of,”  for 
the same reason. In this, again, he has displayed a lamentable igno­
rance of the language which he is criticizing. The Chinese word y in , 
rendered by him because, Morrison sa \s  means on account o f, f o r  
the sake o f . In order to prove, however, that the omission of the 
relative is important, the objector says, that he has submitted the pas­
sage to three of his Chinese teachers, who all said, that the person 
“  who gives us spiritual blessings in heaven is Christ.” They said, 
however, it might be understood of God, though they should not have 
so understood it unless told. The omission of a comma in the printed 
edition has made them thus hesitate. The insertion of this point, and 
not the relative, would have made the allusion unmistaheahle.
The objector renders our translation of the 4th veree thus: “ (W ho) 
from the creation, because (of) Jesus Christ, chose us, that we might 
be clean and without spot before the Lord, according to His benevo­
lent love.” His objection to this verse, on account of the relative not 
being expressed, is still more groundless than the one on which we 
have ju st animadverted. He says, “  his teachers being asked, * who 
chose u s? ’ replied ‘ Je su s ;’ and when told that the writers meant 
not Jesus but Shang-te, declared that it could not he so understood 
in this verse, though it might in verse 3 .” This weakens the objec­
tion against the third verse, and strengthens our conviction that the 
teachers employed were very incompetent men. W e have confessed­
ly better Chinese assistants than any that have hi'herto been procured 
in Shaughae, and these declare that, the person choosing us could not 
by any means be understood to be Jesus in this instance.
The objector renders our translation of the 5th verse thus : “  Ac­
cording to His goodwill, having in mind Jesus Christ, He predesti­
nated us to be children.” Remarking on this verse he says, that his 
“  teachers understood the sense to be, ‘ according to his goodwill, w e  
having in mind Jesus Christ, He predestinated us to be children.” 
If they so understood it, they must have conceived thé translators to 
have been writing nonsense. There is nothing in the Chinese version
to represent “ w r ,” and the objector himself has not given it in his ren­
dering of our version, th ough  he lias intensified it in giving his teacher’s 
view of our translation. The subject of the verb, in every one of these 
Verses, is seen bv a careful reader lo he God: if then the person referred 
to by the word j  Us. in the clause H is goodwill, nnd by the H e, in the 
clause //(> ■predestinated- vs, (one of which immediately precedes, 
and the other follows the clause in which Wi< is said to be understood) 
■—if this person be God, then the person who is said to “  have in mind 
Jesus Christ” must he God also: and. in no language under the su n , 
could the subject be considered as changed in an intermediate clause, 
unless some intimation thereof weie given. The objector believes that 
* 'ninety-nine Chinese in a hundreJ would understand it ju s t as his 
teachers did.” W e believe just the contrary ; and our faith is ground­
ed on good evidence. A Chinese scholar of considerable eminence, 
on perusing the above criticism on Kph. i. 5, under the impression 
that Mr. Culbertson was the author, wrote home to the following ef­
fect : *• The writer says his teachers understood the rendering of the 
phrase by Jesus C hrist to mean w k having in  m ind  Jesus Christ. 
Now I dare to contradict the assertion. They could not understand 
■t to mean so. It does not mem so. It. is possible, that being men 
°f no principle, and caring nothing about the matter, they did not con­
tradict him when he said that it meant so—or it is possible that the 
writer did not understand the words of his teacher, any better than he 
Understood a written text.”
The objector renders our translation of the 6th verse thus : “ To 
display His great grace in causing us to receive gracious gifts by His 
beloved son and complains that the g lo ry  o f  H is grace  is rendered 
H is g rea t grace. Bloomfield favs that the g lo ry  ot his g ra ce  means 
Ids g lorious grace. Robinson sa \s  that g lo ry  is here used in place 
of an adjective, excellent, sp lendid , glorious. The Chinese word 
employed in the version is one which is derived from an extensive in­
undation of water, and means g re a t , vast, overflowing. '1 he ob­
jector complains of what be calls the paraphrastic rendering of the last 
clause, 44 wherein he hath made us accepted in the Beloved.” Bloom­
field translates it, “  hath favoured us with his grace, i. e richly im­
parted grace to us.” Robinson renders it, 4‘ with which grace lie hath 
graced us, i. e. in which he hath richly imparted grace unto us.” The 
phrase 44 in the beloved” is rendered by Bloomfield. 4- by or through 
the beloved one,” which, he says, is a title of our Lord. It was found 
necessary to express the word Son, which was so manifestly under­
stood, in order to convey an intelligible idea to the Chinese. W e 
scarcely think the objector could have consulted his critical helps when 
he complained of the rendering of this clause.
The objector renders our translation of the 7th verse thus : 4‘ More- 
°ver, because Jesus Christ shed his blood, we through his grace ob- 
tain redemption from sin, and the pardon of offences.” In remarking 
0|> this verse he complains that, while 41 the Apostle says, 4 we have 
redemption through  his blood,' this translation makes it 4 through his 
grace.” The Apostle says, 44 we have redemption through his blood,
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according to the riche« of his g race:” the word rendered according to 
is said by Robinson to mean by v irtue  o f;  hence we conclude that 
we have redemption through the grace, as well as hr the blood, of 
Christ. '1 his idea is expressed in the Chinese version, as nearly as 
the idiom of the Chinese language would permit. The translators do 
not say, that we have redemption and forgiveness through grace, but 
through grace in consequence of the sheddiuu ol Christ s blood. The 
oljector sa \s , “  something is made of the several distinct propositions 
of ihe Apostle, blended together, that strikes me is not Gospel.” 
W hat the objector meant In this statement it is difficult to divine. 
If  he thought that his Co-Delegates, in translating the New Testa* 
ment, hud made something of the Apostle's words which was not Gos­
pel. it was his duty to have admonished them of it, and to have adver­
tized “  the Bilile Societies of Europe and America, and all and every 
one of the Protestant Missionaries engaged in the w ork of evangelizing 
Chin i,” to whom he propose i that the version should be offered, for 
their use. w ithout a lterotion , except by the Committee of Delegates 
— he ought to have advertized »hem that it contained “ somethini: that 
stun k him wa not Gospel.” W e know of no ureater dereliction of 
duty than this. If, alter having piopostd that the veision should be 
given out, he discovered the faults on which he animadverts, it «as 
still his duty to have addressed the Committee who h id invited criti­
cisms and suggestions. 11 stead of this, he sent in bis criticisms to the 
BiMe Society, witnout informing his Co-delegates of what he had 
done. In conduct like this, it strikes us there is something not accor­
ding to the ptactice inculcated in the Gospel.
The objector translates onr rendering of verse 8th thus: “  W here­
upon wisdom was the more displayed : ’ and in commenting thereon 
says, that the expression w herein , as it appears in ti e English ver­
sion, "  refers d ea r y to t r a c e ; '1 we think it miuht refer to the whole 
of the blessings spoken of in the preceding verse, viz “ redemption 
through i i- blood and the forg veness of sms, by the riches of his 
grace,” or as A Clarke savs, " w herein . that is in the dispensation 
of mercy and goodness hy Christ Jesus.” The idea conveyed by 
the word would therefore he w II expressed in Chinese by in the 
d o m y o f  H'htnh, as the Chinese phrase employed minht have been 
rendered in English The “  wisdom and prudence'’ may, according 
to Bloomfield, he referred either to God, dr to the Ephesians. He 
pri ferred the latter, the translators have preferred the former, in which 
they have followed Koppe and lioseMiiuller. They were surely enti­
tled to make tte ir  choice among the authorities btfore them, in con­
struing a passage, which may confessedly be translated in different 
ways.
The objector savs that the word “  prudence” is not rendered : any 
person a' all acquainted with the wav in which the terms “ wisdom 
and prudence” are used, both in the Old and New Testaments, will see 
that they are nearly synonymous, and merely intended to intensify the 
idea that would be fully expressed hy one. It would not be easy to 
point out what separate meaning was intended to be set forth by the
use of these two almost synonymous terms. Bloomfield attempt« it 
hy saying, that the first alludes to wisdom in plan, and tne l a t t r  to 
prudence in execution. Tltis however, is rather a fanciful distinction 
than otherwise, particularly when applied to the work of redemption. 
However, if any insist ou having two terms e x p r e s s  'd, they have them 
already in the Chinese version, which the objector ought (o have 
stated. W e think it will puzzle him to point out the precise distinc­
tion between the two Chinese terms employed for wisdom and pru­
dence. as it seems to have done western commentators, to distinguish 
sOfjhin and / ihronesis, the words >n tne original text.
The objector complains that the word *’ abound” has been rendered 
display.” Here he is mistaken. The ide r of the original is ex­
pressed hv two words in Ciiiuese, which mean “ were increasingly  
manifested,” the stress being felt hy the Cninese reader to be ou 
the word increasingly.
I’he objector trm -la t 's  our rendering of the 9th and 10th verses 
thus : 9 *• Further He shovvs us His mvsterious will, accordi g to 
liis good, which He hath established ” 10. *' That at the appointed 
thne tie will restore to Christ all things in heaven and earth ”
Ou the 9th verse, the objec'or m i.e s  no rem arks; but we have 
to remark ou his translation of the Chinese v rsiou, in which he 
¡‘»s omitted “  will"* or ** pleasure ’ after ‘‘ good.” However, this 
>8 perhaps a typographical error.
In remarking on the 10th verse, the objector com llains that the 
phrase “  in the dispensation of the fulness of times," lias been ren­
dered into Chinese ‘"a t the appoint'd time.” The word “  dispen­
sation” is rendered by Robinson “ economy, i. e. a disposition or 
arrangement of things and the phrase “ dispens ition of the fuJues* 
of time” is rendered hy B oomfi j ld. “ the plan to be put in execu­
tion at the fulness of time.” M icknight says, *' By this some under­
stand the last dispensation of religion, in winch all ihe former dispen­
sations terminated ; and which was erected, when the time fixed lor it 
the prophets was fullv come.” This sense the translators have 
®ttem *te I to express bv saving, that *' when the appointed time 
should arrive.” The objector ought to have known that the Chinese 
Word keae m~ans “ to arrive at.” and jhe word ke, “  an appointed 
time but he has negle' ted to express the former id "a.
The objector complains th it “ the magnificent description given hy 
the Apostle ‘ q a thenug  together in one all things in Christ, both 
'vhic|i ar- in heaven and which are in earth, even in H un , is 
Packed into the words ‘ will restore to Christ all tilings in heaven 
ai'd  earth .” T h e  Chinese version, properly rendered, reads thus : 
‘ that when the a /ipom ted  tim e should arrive, lie might take all 
t h in g s  (lit the mvriad o f  o b je c t s ) ,  which are in heaven and in  earth, 
and cause them com/deteU/ to revert to (or terminate in) Christ.” 
The objector, in his translation, has omitted some important expres- 
and ideas contained in the Chuiese version, and then says that 
translators have “ packed” the words ot the Apostle into t ie re­
mainder. He must surely he sensible here of having failed in justly
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representing us. If  not, he will compel us to think as little of his
candour as we have done of his judgment. The phrase “  gather toge­
ther in one,” (which is one word in the original) means, according to 
Bloomfield, “  to unite all under one head.” Robinson says, that it 
means “  to reduce under one head,” and in the passage before us, 
" to  bring all things into one in C hrist.” This we conceive is
adequately and exactly rendered in Chinese by the words |§5i 
seth-kwei.
The objector says, he questions if any attempt has been made to 
transla te tlic words of the Apostle in this verse. The m erj tra n s­
lation o f  the woras  of an author, into a language differing widely in 
idiom from that in which the author wrote, must in many instances 
be done at the expense of clearness. W e conceive, however, that 
all the significant words of the Apostle, that contribute anything to 
the sense of the passage, have been faithfully translated. The objec­
tor has italicized the words in  him , to intimate perhaps that these 
words are not rendered in the Chinese version. We may remark 
on this point, that it would have been extremely difficult to introduce 
these words in the Chinese version : and if introduced, they would 
have contributed nothing to the sense: Our English translators have 
not been able to introduce them, without adding the word even, which 
ought not to have been done, if their object had been merely to give 
the words of the Apostle. Bloomfield has brought down the words 
in hint, into the I 1th verse. See also Castellio in  loco.
The objector tianslates our rendering of the l l th  and 12th verses 
thus: *• B it  He w ho according to his will doetli all things, hath pre­
destinated us because of Christ to obtain r.i: inheritance, that we who 
first trusted in Christ might praise him: ' and pronounces that “  the li­
berties taken with the Apostle are so manifest to any one who will take 
the pains to compare what he wrote, clause by clause, with this trans­
lation, that he wouM add no comments ” The only liberty taken by 
the translators with the Apostle, is to invert the order of his words ; a 
liberty which every translator takes with every author, and without 
whijh it would he impossible to translate. The Chinese version runs 
thus : *• He who worketh all things according to his own will, hath 
predestinated us to obtain an inheritance, on account of C hrist; caus­
ing us who first trusted in Christ to praise and glorify him.” The 
phrase predestinated  according to his purpose  is a pleonasm for 
predestinated. Bloomfield thinks that the former is a stronger mode 
of expression, hut it would he dilfi n i t  to make it stronger in Chinese. 
'To the p ra ise  o f  his g lo ry  Bloomfield says means an occasion f o r  
his pra ise and- glorification.
Our translation of the 13th and 14th verses, has been thus ren­
dered into English by the o jector. ‘’ Ye having heard the true 
doctrine, the Gospel that saves yon, believed in Christ, and then 
received the promised declaration sealed by the Holy Spirit, namely, 
that we having obtained the earnest of an inheritance should praise 
him at the day of obtaining redemption.” The two verses, as they 
stand in the Chinese version, should have been thus translated into
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English : *• T e  bavins; heard the true doctrine, the Gospel that saves 
you, have believed in Christ, arid then received the sealing of the Holy 
Spirit that was before promised, which is an earnest of our obtaining
inheritance, until the day when we obtain redemption, and praise 
a»d glorify him.”
Here the objector has mistaken the meaning of the phrase, “ the 
sealing of the Holy Spirit that was before promised,” and has ren­
dered it, “  the promised declaration, sealed by the Holy Spirit 
connecting the “  promise” w;th “  the declaration sealed,”  and not as 
he should have done with the “ Holy Spirit.” He has also misun- 
den-tood the phrase, “  which is ail earnest of our obtaining an 
inheritance,” and thought that it meant, “  that we having obtained 
the earnest of an inheritance connecting the “  obtaining” with the 
4 earnest,” and not as he should have done with the “  inheritance.”  
Alter having thus utterly disregarded the words of the Chinese ver­
sion and misconstrued them, he complains that the translators have 
Utterly disregarded the w ords  in which St. Paul expressed himself. 
The fact is, that he has misrepresented the translators, instead of their 
misrepresenting the Apostle. Such incorrect translating from Chinese 
into English, shows that the objector is not a fit man to comment on 
‘he merits or demerits of a  translation from a  foreign tongue into 
C hinese.
W e cannot pass over, without remark, the definition of the word 
"  transla te"  which the objector has given. He says, “ there has 
been no attempt to transla te , i. e. to take up St. Paul's w ords and 
render them.” W ebster defines translating to be “  to express the 
*cnse of one language in the words of another.” In illustration, W eb­
ster adds, “ The Old Testament was transla ted  into the Greek 
language more than 200 years before C h ris t; and the Scriptures are 
How transla ted  into most of the languages of Europe and Asia.”
T h e  objector says of the rendering of the 13th and 14th verses, 
41 R egarded  even as a paraphrase, vjho besides these  translators ever 
gave such a meaning to these verses as that we have above ?” W e  
have already seen that the meaning which the objector has given us 
above, is a meaning derived from his own mistaken view of the 
C hin ese  version. B ut we must be excused if, en p a ssa n t, w e 
call attention to the manner, in which he alludes to the authors. 
41 W h o ,”  he asks, “  besides these translators ever gave such a meaning 
to these verses ?” No one would imagine, from reading his w ords, 
that the persons to whom he alludes so slightingly, had been selected 
by the body of Protestant Missionaries as th e ir  most experienced men, 
"  ho were to be the final judges as to the propriety ot each revision. 
Still less would any one imagine, that the objector was, and still is, a 
Co-delegate, calling himself responsible for the version, praising the 
rnen who executed it, and standing forward to present it to the Bible 
Society, to be “  issued with the approbation of the body of Protestant 
Missionaries !” If Dr. Boone should meet with any expressions, un- 
guardedly dropped by us, not such as he deems in accordance with 
the respect becoming his station, he will have no right to complain.
The objector has translated our rendering of the 15th, 16th. 17th
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and 18th verses, from the Chinese into English thus: “ I hearing that 
you believe in the Lord Jesus, and love all the saints, therefore give 
thanks for you without ceasing, in my prayers remembering you ; 
praying the Shang-te (Supreme Ruler) of our Lord Jesus Christ, 
namely, the Father of Glory, to give unto you the spirit of wisdom 
and of revelation, that you may know the Lord, that the eyes of your 
understanding may be enlightened to know what is the happiness he 
has called you to hope for, and what is the riches of the inheritance 
of the saints.” Let any one compare the exhibition which lie has given 
of our translation of these verses with the original, and say whether 
the authors have not been exceedingly fortunate in their choice of 
terms. Here is a person, evidently seeking to find all the fault he 
can, who is obliged to retranslate them into English, almost in the 
very words of the English version. The only fault he has to find with 
these four verses is that the phrase, “  the riches of the g lory  of his in­
heritance in the saints,” has been translated “ the riches of the inheri­
tance of the saints.” I t is difficult to make out what is the point of the 
critic’s objection here. He has italicized both “ glory” and “ his.” 
By his laying an emphasis on the first, it may be that he objects to the 
apparent omission of the word “ glory’’ in the Chinese version. But 
here we may remark, that he has not done the translators justice, with 
respect to the phrase which stands in the Chinese version for “  the 
riches of the glory,” by simply rendering it “ riches.” The phrase 
consists of two characters, which mean “ affluent abundance.” Dr. A. 
Clarke has it, “  the glorious abundance of the spiritual things to 
which the saints are entitled.” Stockius says, “  divitice glorice 
innuunt abundantiam  et copiam  gloriossimse gratiee et bonitatis divi- 
ii®.’’ By the objector’s laying an emphasis on “  his” in the phrase 
“ his inheritance in the saints,” it may be that he understands it as re­
ferring to “ the rich abundance and revenue of glory which the Lord 
would derive from his saints, as his chosen inheritance.” If so, he 
differs from most commentators. .  Bloomfield says, that the whole 
clause means “ how gloriously rich is the inheritance which he has pre­
pared [for true Christians.]” W hitby says it means, “  How great and 
glorious is the inheritance which he hath designed for Christians.” 
The objector says, that by the rendering given in the Chinese ver­
sion, “  the idea is completely changed.” W e deny the charge, and 
deem it very unsuitable in a Co-delegate to bring an accusation against 
the translators of completely changing the idea of the original, when 
he does not even condescend to point out in what respect the sense 
is altered.
The objector has rendered our translation of the 19th and 20th 
verses thus : “  And moreover that ye may know that the Almightv 
Lord powerfully works in the midst of believers, and by great power 
raised Christ to sit at his own right hand in heaven.”
Remarking on the 19th verse, the objector complains that the 
phrase “  and what is the exceeding greatness of his power to us- 
ward who believe, according to the working of his mighty power,” 
is rendered in Chinese by “  that ye may know that the Al­
mighty Lord powerfully works in the midst of believers,” or it may
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be “ in believers.” Here again he has misrepresented the translators. 
He should have rendered the passage thus : “  and that ye may know 
that the Lord, possessing a power insurpassably great, energetically 
works in those who believe.” Chandler renders it “  that you may be 
able to form some suitable conception of that amazing and infinite 
power of God, which he shall exert in our (resurrection).” The 
objector would connect “ according to the working of his mighty 
power” with the 20th verse ; Bloomfield retained its connection with 
the !9th verse, and the Chinese translators followed him ; carrying 
the idea, however, into the 20th verse as follows: “ moreover 
how by his great power he raised Christ from the dead, to sit a t his 
own right hand in heaven.”
Here it will be observed, that in our translation of the latter clause 
of the 20th verse, we have differed from the objector, by inserting the 
words “ from the dead” after the word “ raised.” The reason of our 
having done this, is that the word Soo  employed in the Chinese ver­
sion means, according to Morrison, “  to come to life again from the 
dead, to resuscitate, to revive.”
The oKjector renders our translation of the 21st and 22d verses 
thus : “  Of all those having might, power, dominion, and name, whe­
ther of the present time or hereafter, none can excel Him. He hath 
subdued all things under the feet of Christ, and caused him to be the 
head of all things to profit the Church.”
Remarking on the word “  him,” of the clause “  none can excel 
him,” intended to represent the phrase “  (who is) far above all princi­
pality,” &c. the objector says, that his teachers understood it of 
SRang-te, and not of Christ. They must have been a strange class of 
teachers so to understand it,— as the person spoken of immediately 
before, who is said to have been raised and set a t God’s right hand in 
heavenly places, is the same person who is said to be far above all 
principality ; no Chinese teacher of any worth could so miserably 
mistake the sense of the passage.
The phrase “  head over all things to the Church,” is said by the 
objector to have been rendered “  head over all things to profit the 
Church and in writing to the Bible Society says,“  I do not know how 
the addition of this phrase 4 to profit’ may strike your minds ; but it 
seems to me very unjustifiable.” The word rendered “  to profit” should 
have been translated “ for the benefit of.”  Bloomfield remarks here : 
“  On this is engrafted another, and more striking view, under which 
Christ’s power may be considered,——viz. as it is exercised towards his 
fr ie n d s  ; wherein it is suggested that, in his capacity of Supreme 
Head over the Church Catholic he will use his power,— not in the way 
that earthly Supreme Potentates usually do, for his own  good, but 
exercise it solely f o r  the benefit o f  his people, as the head exerts 
itself for the benefit and support of the other members of the body, of 
which it is chief, and with which it is indissolubly united.” The 
Word in the original is in the dative case, and is called by gram­
marians the “  dativus commodi.” The objector calls the phrase “  for 
the benefit o f” an unjustifiable addition. W e should like to know 
how otherwise the idea could be expressed in Chinese.
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The objector renders our translation of the 23d verse thus : “  The 
Church may be compared to the body of Christ. Christ gives grace 
to all men, and completes himself with the Church or “  contents 
and satisfies himself with the Church.”
In commenting on this verse, the objector complains that the phrase 
“  which (i. e. the Church) is his body” is rendered “  the Church may 
be compared to Christ’s body,” and asks “  Is this an allowable liberty 
to be taken with a sacred inspired writer ?”
Robinson, in remarking on the use of the substantive verb in Greek 
says, “ Tropically and metonyinically, the substantive of the predicate 
often expresses, not what the subject actually ¿s. but what it is like, 
or is accounted  to be, or signifies, viz, by comparison, substitution, 
&c. or as cause or effect ; so that the substantive verb may be ren­
dered to be accounted, to be like  or in p lace o f, to s ig n ify ,  &c.” 
On the soundness of this canon of interpretation depends the great 
controversy between Protestants and Romanists. There can be no 
doubt that the passage means “  the Church may be compared to the 
body of Christ.”  The translators felt that they were obliged to express 
that sense in Chinese, in order to avoid a misconception of the meaning 
by the native reader.
The objector asks, in conclusion, “  and what shall we say to the 
rendering of the words, ‘ the fulness of him that filleth all in a l l’ by 
‘ Christ gives grace to all men, and completes himself with the 
Church?’ Could the best biblical scholar in England, with this trans­
lation before him, if he had no hint from whence it was taken, find 
the passage of Scripture the translators had before them ?” W e cannot 
help considering this rather contemptuous enquiry of the objector uh- 
called for. The phrase “ W ho filleth all in all” is rendered by 
Bloomfield, “  who filleth all with all (thinsrs) by which, he says, 
is meant “ filleth all his members each with their peculiar spiritual 
gifts and graces.” This the Chinese translators have expressed by 
“  giving grace to all men,” meaning of course the members of “ the 
Church” just spoken of.
But the phrase which seems most to stumble the objector is the 
declaration, that the Church is C hrist’s fulness, which is expressed in 
Chinese by “  Christ completes himself with the Church.’’ Macknight 
remarks on this passage, that “ he who is universal Lord would want 
a principal part of his subjects, if the Church among men on earth 
were not united and subjected to him as its head.” Under Romans 
xi. 12, referring to this very passage, he also observes, “  The Church 
is called the fulness of him who filleth all with all, because without the 
Church, which is his body, Christ would not be complete.” Theophv- 
lact says, “  The Church is the completion of Christ, as the body ai d 
limbs are of the head.” See Scott, Henry, Guyse, Boothroyd, and 
Parkhurst.
Having thus as we conceive exposed the groundlessness of the 
above criticisms, vie may now remark, that Dr. Boone has not ven­
tured to propose what he would deem better translations than those 
which the Delegates have produced. It is comparatively an easy task 
to criticize others, but it is much more difficult to suggest what would
be deemed an improvement upon their productions. He knew full 
well the difficulties of the case : the rendering of the first chapter of 
Ephesians into any language is one of the hardest enterprises of the 
translator of the New Testament. From the third to the twelfth 
Verses, it is one continuous senlence, so also from the 15th to the end. 
The sense is frequently involved and not a little obscure. A string of 
relatives and participles ruas through the whole. Those who have 
bad anythin? to do with translating into Chinese, know that the 
rendering of such a complicated mode of writing constitutes their 
chief difficulty. He considered that the Delegates had failed in 
Presenting the Apostle’s words exactly to the < 'hinese. W hy then 
did he not try and do it himself?— bis reiders would then have 
s,‘en. not only how the fault had been committed, hut how it could 
be remedied ; and not only how slight the difficulties were, but 
with what ease they might, and ought to have been overcome. Had 
D r Boone attempted this, and succeeded, none would have been 
Wore cordial in awarding him their thanks than his fellow-delegates. 
But he knew the difficulties, and he knew, if he failed, how justly his 
much-injured Co-delegates might have animadverted on his pro­
duction, and therefore wisely abstained from making the attempt.
Our attention having now been directed anew to the Delegates’ 
version of this important chapter, we cannot help expressing our satis­
faction that it has been so correctly and idiomatically translated, and we 
earii“stly pray that the effort to make it plain to the understandings 
of the Chinese mav be followed by the Divine blessing. W hen right­
ly rendered into English, it will he found to convey as much of the 
spirit of the original, as could have been expressed in so difficult a 
language as that of China. I t does not appear that a single truth has 
been overlooked ; and we can boldly affirm, that, as far as we are con­
cerned. not the slightest inclination has been felt to avoid giving the 
fullest expression to all the peculiar doctrines of the Gospel therein 
contained, however humbling they might be to human pride, or dis­
tasteful to the unrenewed heart. Any person who should insinuate 
a single syllable to the contrary, would do us a most cruel in jury ; 
as we will yield to none in strenuously advocating the truth as it is in 
Jesus, to the propagation of which we have solemnly consecrated our 
Whole lives.
W e cannot conclude our strictures better than by bringing forward 
the principles of transla tion  which as Delegates we were required  
to adopt, ar.d on the adoption of which the Bible Society was 
f le d g e d  to support us.
A t the meeting of Protestant Missionaries assembled at Hongkong, 
in 1843, for the purpose of devising means for procuring a 
revision of the Chinese version of the Sac red Scriptures, it was re­
solved : “  That any translation of the Sacred Scriptures into Chinese, 
issued with the approbation of the body of Protestant Missionaries, 
be in exact conformity to the Hebrew and Greek originals in sense ; 
and, so far as the idiom of the Chinese language will allow, in style and 
Wanner also.
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“  That the Textus Receptus shall form the basis of the proposed 
revised version.
“  That the amounts of weights, measures, and pieces of money, 
being ascertained, the same be translated by corresponding terms in 
Chinese.
“  That terms of natural history be translated by corresponding 
terms in Chinese, as far as they can be ascertained.
" T h a t passages occurring in different places, but expressed in the 
same way in the original, be translated in a uniform m anner; and that 
the spirit of this resolution be applied, as far as possible, in the case 
of individual terms. That no periphrasis be substituted for the 
possessive pronoun, when used in connection with the name of God.
“  That the interchange of the noun and pronoun be allowed, when 
deemed necessary by the translators.
“ That euphemisms in the originals be rendered by corresponding 
euphemisms in Chinese.”
The Report of the Bible Society for 1846, contain» the following 
passage :
“  On the subject of the revision of the Scriptures now carrying on 
in China, your Committee have had repeated communications and 
interviews with the Directors of the London Missionary Society, 
whose Missionaries take a large share in this important work. W ith 
the view of encouraging their willing friends, and urging on the work 
as fast as prudence will allow, your Committee thought it well to 
adopt and transmit the following resolutions:
“ 1. That an urgent request be addressed to the Directors of the 
London Missionary Society, to call the attention of their Missionaries 
to the importance of proceeding with the revision of the Chinese New 
Testament, on the princip les la id  down in the circu lar received  
f r o m  H ongkong , with as little delay as practicable, and to authorize 
them to consider this, if not their exclusive, at least their primary work.
“ 2. That the Directors of the London Missionary Society be in­
formed, that the Committee of the British and Foreign Bible Society 
are quite prepared to contribute a large share of the expenses, that 
will be incurred by the adoption of the view above given, and indeed 
to take upon themselves the whole expenses of the Missionaries, if 
their whole time is devoted to the work.
“  3. That it be further pressed upon the Directors of the London 
Missionary Society, to urge their Missionaries to print portions of the 
New Testament as they are prepared ; and to assure them of the 
readiness of this Society to defray the expenses of piinting such edi­
tions, or to assist by sending out a printer, whose whole expenses 
shall be defrayed, if his time be exclusively devoted to the printing of 
the Scriptures, or in such proportions as he may give up his time and 
labour to the work.
“  4. That this Committee having received in this conference, as 
well as from former communications with the Directors of the London 
Missionary Society, and from the Directors of the Missionary Societies 
in America, sufficient information as to the competency of the parties 
now engaged in the revision, can cheerfully leave it to the united
judgment of the Missionaries to determine when the revision of anv 
parts of the Chinese New Testament may be considered sufficiently 
perfected to justify their being printed.”
Such then were the principles on which we were required to set to 
Work, and such the pledges of support when the work was done. In 
the principles above laid down, two things are imperative on the trans­
lators ; first, that their translations be in exact conformity to the He­
brew and Greek originals in  sense, and secondly, so fa r  as the idiom  
the Chinese language w ill allow, in 6tyle and manner also. 
1 he first is imperative, the latter is contingent, and to tfive way where 
the idiom of the Chinese language requires it. Nothin? is said about 
“ translating etymologically. without regarding the usages of the 
language into which we translate,” and nothing approaching to the 
definition of the word transla te  suggested by Dr. Boone, “  i. e. to take 
UP St. Paul’s words  and render  them.” (The italics are his own.) 
Had such a duty been prescribed to us, we should have declined en­
tering on the task. W e were required to translate ad sensum , and 
We have endeavoured so to construct our work that that demand should 
be complied with. No person could insist more strongly on literal 
translations than Ernesti, in his principles of Biblical Interpretation, 
and yet he considers that such a mode of translation should give way 
to the more liberal one, which only requires that the sense be given in 
any words, provided they mean the same thing.
In pointing out tjie proper method of making a version from one 
language into another, he says, “  In the first place, in order that the 
sense may be fully preserved, words must be chosen, which, in their 
power, exactly correspond to those of the original ; and which are not 
ambiguous, but possess a fixed and clear signification among those 
for whom the version is prepared.- W hen words can be found which 
agree with those of the author in etymology, trope, figure, and con­
struction, they are certainly to be prefeired. In this, however, we 
must be careful that the usage of the language into which we trans­
late be also consulted : without which, we produce a version unintelli. 
gible to those who are unacquainted with the original ; and darken, 
and sometimes pervert, the real sense.
“  But if we cannot proceed thus literally, which is often impossible, 
from the different genius of different languages, expressing the same 
fbing in different terms, which do not correspond each to each, either 
>n etymology, or in proper signification ; * * * * we must, then, a- 
bandon this literal exactness, and consider it enough to express the 
sense of the original in any words, provided that, according to the 
usage of the language into which we translate, they mean the same 
thing.”
It has been our aim to express the exact sense of the original, 
according to the idiom of the Chinese language. Doubtless certain 
shades of meaning may not have been caught, or may have been 
slightly represented in a different hue in the translation, as must be 
the case with any work of human origin. But if any person will 
P0>nt out, in a suitable and honourable manner, with a view to the 
lmProvement of the version, any part of our translation, in which we
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h a v e  failed to  g iv e  the s e n s e  o f  t h e  originals, or h a v e  n o t  d o n e  i t  
idiomatically, we shall be m u c h  obl'iar^d to him for th e  suggestion, 
and will give it all due attention. W e desire nothing so much as t h e  
perfection of our work, in order that the mind of th e  S p i r i t  may be 
faithfully exhibited, and the nations using the Chinese character be 
made acquainted with the lively oracles. May th e  same Spirit t h a t  
indited the word guide us in all attempts to render the translation 
faithful and idiomatic, a n d  condescend to bless th e  effort for t h e  g o o d  
of souls.
W . H . M edhckst.
J o h n  S t r o n a c h .
C, M i l n e .
Shanghae, June 16th, 1852.
